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ABSTRACT
ALTERED BRAIN ACTIVITY IN AUTISTIC CHILDREN VERSUS
HEALTHY CONTROLS WHILE PERFORMING SIMPLE TASKS USING fMRI
by
Donald Martin Adams, Jr.
Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies dealing with Autistic children have
primarily been concerned with cognitive facial recognition. Recent studies have
demonstrated that Autistic children, when compared to healthy matched controls, exhibit
higher neuronal activity when identifying patterns or objects, but lower levels of activity in
regards to facial recognition.
The objective of this study was to examine both facial and object recognition and
compare them to simple sensorimotor tasks. All subjects were administered 5 stimuli each
lasting 320 seconds. Subjects were instructed to use a button press box to identify between a
Person/Object and an Arrow/Object. They were then asked to complete three simple
sensorimotor tasks of Mouth Open/Closed, Eyes Left/Right, and Eyes Open/Closed.
It was hypothesized that matched healthy controls would show a higher level of
activation, specifically in the frontal gyrus. Attention was focused on the middle frontal gyms
and the inferior frontal gyms, of both the left and right sides of the brain. Temporal
correlations between these 4 regions-of-interest (ROIs) were examined for all 5 stimuli. A ttest was then performed across subjects to reveal differences in correlation coefficients
between the 4 ROIs in relation to these two subject groups. The investigation demonstrated
reduced overall activation, as well as reduced correlation coefficients among the 4 ROIs, in
Autistics when compared to healthy matched controls. These findings suggest that Autistics
may have compromised connectivity between these brain regions.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Autism encompasses a broad range of brain disorders that, by conservative estimates, affects
1 in 500 children. Autism-Spectrum Disorders (ASDs) include Asperger's Syndrome,
Pervasive Developmental Disorder Not Otherwise Specified (PDD-NOS), Rett Syndrome
(which affects only girls) and Autism. Autism Spectrum Disorders impair three main areas of
human development: speech, communication and social interaction. These impairments may
range from mild to severe.
Individuals on the Autism spectrum may lack speech altogether or may be delayed in
their acquisition and use of language. They may repeat words in place of normal verbal
communication and may recite entire lines of text from books, movies or computer games
out of context for no apparent reason. Some individuals with Autism never develop gestures
such as pointing to requested objects or waving good-bye. Individuals with ASD may find it
difficult or impossible to hold a conversation and may compulsively steer the conversation
to one subject.
In the area of social communication, there may be a lack of response to verbal
requests or no response when the person's name is called. Similarly, they often fail to
connect names for other people and they often confuse pronouns. Almost universally,
individuals on the Autistic continuum are unable to interpret facial expressions or emotions.
They may establish only fleeting eye contact, if they any at all. They also often experience
difficulty transitioning from one activity to another.
Many individuals with Autism lack interest in social interactions. For children, there
can be a lack of imaginative play and a preference to engage in repetitive activities for
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extended periods of time such as rewinding videos, stacking blocks, or lining up toys. Many
individuals on the spectrum are perceived to be aloof or indifferent to other people.
The disorder normally manifests itself in children before the age of three and
unfortunately does not disappear. Common symptoms in toddlers include lack of sufficient
eye contact and a lack of response to one's name. Autistic children three to five years old do
not demonstrate understanding of social situations and are less expressive of and to
emotions. In addition, these children have trouble with communication, not only in terms of
directly speaking to others, but also in terms of comprehension. Toddlers often exhibit delay
in babbling and instead make strange gestures, similar to Toureette's syndrome. Children
two to three years old make requests less, share experiences less, and often simply repeat
other people's words. Older children between the ages of eight and fifteen have difficulty
with involved language functions, such as comprehension and inference. In addition,
Autistic children suffer from restrictive repetitive behaviors such as hand flapping, head
rolling, compulsive behavior, focus and interest in only one activity, and self-injury. Because
Autism is such a debilitating disorder, scientists have attempted to better understand the
brains of Autistic children.
In attempts to better comprehend the Autistic brain, scientists have discovered the
effectiveness of a technique known as functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). fMRI
is based upon the hemodynamic response, which is closely correlated to neuronal activity.
fMRI is dependent upon the Blood Oxygen Level Dependent (BOLD) response. When a
subject performs a task or is subjected to a stimulus, the cerebral blood flow in the activated
regions increases. As a result of this increased blood flow, there are more oxygenated red
blood cells, which consequently displace deoxygenated blood cells. This deoxyhemoglobin
results in less spin dephasing when subjected to an intense magnetic field in a nuclear
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magnetic resonance (NMR) scanner—which directly leads to the observance of a stronger
signal. Using fMRI, brain localization of tasks and response to stimuli can be easily observed.

1.1 Background Studies

Previous studies have used fMRI to determine regions of the brain associated with basic
tasks and stimuli and also to see which areas of the brain are affected by neurological
disorders. Early studies of fMRI concentrated on basic functions such as vision, including
those conducted by Bartels, Zeki, Dukelow, DeSouza, and Culham [1]. More recent studies
have concentrated on implicating brain regions responsible for patients who suffer from
neurological and psychiatric disorders. For example, fMRI studies of schizophrenics reveal
that schizophrenics have larger-than-normal amounts of osmosis across white and gray
matter.
Recently, many studies of Autistic individuals have focused on response to and
processing of human faces, which are difficult tasks for this group of individuals. In one
study, Autistic subjects who viewed photographs of faces had lower activations compared to
control subjects in the inferior left prefrontal area, which is important for verbal processing
and memory and the right posterior temporal area, a region implicated in mind processing
[2]. This study also found that the Autistic subjects showed activation in a different location
in the fusiform area than did the control participants. In another similar face perception
study, Autistics exhibited extremely weak or no activation in the fusiform gyrus and
significantly reduced activation in the inferior occipital gyms, superior temporal sulcus, and
amygdala [3]. In contrast, each Autistic subject showed maximum activation in unique
locations. Many of these locations were in the frontal cortex and primary visual cortex, but
other areas of maximum activation were located in different brain regions. All the control
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subjects, on the other hand, showed maximum activation within the fusiform face area
(FFA). In another study, Autistic individuals displayed reduced activation in a widely
distributed network that is key to face processing, which included the right amygdala,
inferior frontal cortex, superior temporal sulcus, and face-related somatosensory and
premotor cortex [4]. This brain network is commonly known as the mirror neuron system.
In another study, Autistic subjects demonstrated lower BOLD signals in the
fusiform gyrus during face processing tasks and higher signals in the more object-related
medial occipital gyrus [5]. Furthermore, compared to control subjects, Autistics displayed
higher activation in brain areas key to visual search, such as the superior parietal lobule and
the medial frontal gyrus. Also, one study showed that compared to control subjects, Autistic
subjects had greater activation in the right inferior temporal gyrus (ITG) and less activation
in the right fusiform gyrus (FG) [6].
Studies have also been conducted on the brain connectivity in facial processing areas
in Autistics. One study concluded that Autistics had lower functional connectivity within
frontal areas, meaning that the neural networks in these areas were smaller and less
synchronized [2]. However, Autistics displayed no under-connectivity in posterior cortical
regions. These connectivity findings suggest that Autistics view faces more as objects than as
unique individual human faces. Another study found that during face-processing tasks,
Autistics displayed significant under-connectivity in the fusiform face area. These Autistics
used individual neural networks to compensate for this under-connectivity [3]. Another
study also concluded that Autistics had under-connectivity in areas essential to face
processing. It concluded that during face processing, Autistics use neural networks in visual
search and object-identification areas. These types of local neural networks are less
synchronized than the global neural networks that controls use during face processing [7].
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Similarly, another study concluded that Autistics use neural networks that are located in
object-related areas of the brain during facial processing [6].
These studies show that Autistics have hypo-activation and under-connectivity in
areas key to facial processing, especially in the fusiform face area. In order to compensate for
this deficiency, Autistics use more local, less synchronized neural networks that are located
in regions of the brain involved with object identification and visual search.
Resting-state connectivity (RSC) may be defined as a significant correlated signal
between functionally related brain regions in the absence of any stimulus or task. These slow
low-frequency fluctuations (SLFs) appear to be independent of cardiac and respiratory
fluctuations and hence are termed "spontaneous." These fluctuations first demonstrated a
significant temporal correlation of SLFs both within and across hemispheres in primary
sensorimotor cortex during rest. 74% of the time series from these voxels correlated
significantly (after filtering the fundamental and harmonics of respiration and heart rates)
while only a few voxel time courses (<3%) correlated with those in regions outside of motor
cortex. Subsequently, Hampson et al [8] demonstrated the presence of RSC in sensory
cortices, specifically the auditory and visual cortex. In their studies, signals from visual cortex
voxels during rest (first scan) was used as a reference and correlated with every other voxel
in the brain. A significant number of voxels from the visual cortex passed a threshold of
0.35, while only a few voxels from outside the visual cortex passed the threshold. They have
demonstrated similar results in the auditory cortex [9].
Lowe et al [10] extended Biswal and Hyde's [11] results by showing such correlations
over larger regions of sensorimotor cortex (i.e., across multiple slices). Xiong, Fox, and
colleagues [12, 13] established relationships between motor and association cortex. Similar to
earlier results, they observed RSC between sensorimotor cortex areas (primary, premotor,
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secondary somatosensory). Furthermore, they observed RSC relationships between these
motor areas and association areas, specifically anterior and posterior cingulate cortex, regions
known to be involved in attention. Greicius et al. [14] observed RSC in anterior and posterior
cingulate areas. Subsequent observation of activation during a visual attention task indicated
similar cingulate activity.
These studies have established the foundation for "resting-state functional
connectivity studies" using FMRI (e.g. Biswal et al. [11]; Gusnard and Raichle [15]; Lowe et
al. [10]; Hampson et al. [8]; Grecius et al. [14]). Results from these studies form the basis for
speculation regarding the functional role of RSC. Bressler et al. [16] have suggested that such
correlated signal fluctuations may be a phenomenon representing the functional connection
of cortical areas analogous to the phenomenon of "effective connectivity" defined by
Friston et al. [17]. Thus, a family of cognitive-origin hypotheses (in contrast to biophysicalorigin hypotheses) has emerged. Gusnard and Raichle [15], for instance, have suggested that
such coherence indicates the presence of a "default mode of brain function" in which a
default network continuously monitors external (e.g., visual stimuli) and internal (e.g., bodyfunctions, emotions) stimuli. Other cognitive-origin hypotheses suggest that low-frequency
fluctuation is related to ongoing problem-solving and planning [14]. Biswal and Hyde [11]
and Xiong, Fox and colleagues [12, 13] observed that analyses of resting-state physiological
fluctuations reveal many more functional connections than those revealed by task-induced
activation analysis. They hypothesized that task-induced activation maps underestimate the
size and number of functionally connected areas and that functional networks are more fully
revealed by RSC analysis.
Finally, Lowe et al. [18] sought to examine the role of attention in RSC. They
compared correlations during rest and during stimulation in 3 subjects. Following the rest
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scan, subjects were presented with sequences of tones and circular symbols. The sequences
of tone and symbol presentation were randomly out of phase with each other. Attention was
manipulated by requiring subjects in one condition to press a button when the auditory tone
was heard and to press a button when the symbol appeared in another condition. They
reasoned that, since all stimuli and responses were identical between the two scans, any
change in correlation between motor, visual, and auditory regions across the two scans
should be due to the effects of attention on neuronal connectivity. They observed slight
increases in intraregional correlations during task performance. Specifically, correlations
between visual cortex voxels increased, when compared to rest and auditory-task
performance, while subjects attended to symbols. Similarly, correlations between auditory
cortex voxels increased, compared to rest and to visual-task performance, while subjects
attended to tones.

1.2 Purpose and Specific Aims
The purpose of this study was to obtain and compare functional connectivity maps between
Autistics and gender and age matched healthy controls. This study also compared time series
data to determine if there is a direct correlation between regions of interest. The Hypothesis
tested was that the resting state brain connectivity between Autistic and age and gender
matched healthy children would exhibit differences, especially when interpreting the stimulus
paradigm dealing with facial recognition. It was also hypothesized that Autistics should not
have severely reduced brain activity when performing motor tasks such as Mouth
Open/Closed.

CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND IN AUTISTIC-SPECTRUM DISORDER

2.1 Foundations of Autistic-Spectrum Disorder

Autism is clinically defined as a neurodevelopmental disorder characterized by severe and
pervasive deficits in social functioning and communication as well as restricted, repetitive
behaviors and a characteristic developmental course [19]. It has also been suggested that
individuals who exhibit ASD commonly display pervasive abnormalities in socio-emotional
communication as well as stereotyped and obsessive behavior [20, 21]. In the early studies of
ASD, which date back to the late 1940s, researchers had proposed that Autism was caused
by lack of maternal responsiveness [22]. However, we are now regarding Autism as
neurodevelopmental in origin. Autism is being understood as a heterogeneous disorder with
multiple causes and courses, which exhibit a wide range of symptoms, and several co-morbid
disorders are associated with it [23]. It has been increasingly common to refer to 'the
Autisms' rather than a specific phenotype [24]. Since there are several phenotypes of Autism
it would be surprising if the neuropathology were identical across Autistic individuals.
Specifically, Autism is a neurodevelopmental disorder in which the patient exhibits
difficulty in everyday tasks. Autism can be diagnosed as early as birth, but is normally
determined before the age of three. Although the genetics are still not completely
understood when it comes to Autism it is clear that it is highly hereditary. Autism is quite
common as it is displayed in approximately 1 to 2 cases per 1000 people, and also being
more prevalent in males at a ratio of 4.3:1. However the number of cases has drastically
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increased since 1980, which can be attributed a several purposes but mainly due to changes
in diagnostic practice.
The underlying etiopathological mechanisms remain essentially unknown but the
advent of functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) has enabled detailed in vivo
examination of the brain in individuals with Autism. Studies have shown that individuals
exhibiting ASD differ in the extent to which each demonstrates these impairments; despite
this, the core disability appears to be expressed around social functioning [25, 26]. It has
been shown by Kanner [25] that individuals with Autism have three core features: (i)
impairments in reciprocal social interactions; (ii) an abnormal development and use of
language; and (iii) repetitive and ritualized behaviors and a narrow range of interests. As
previously mentioned there are co-morbid neurological disorders that accompany Autism.
Idiopathic mental retardation in Autistics occurs approximately 60% of the time, however
when the Autism spectrum is taken as a whole this figure is nearly halved [27]. Secondly,
epilepsy has been long associated with Autism in spite of there being a slight discrepancy
since estimates of seizure occurrences vary from 5% to 44% [28]. On the other hand, it is
widely agreed upon that anxiety and mood disorders are very common in individuals with
ASD [29].
It has been shown that the onset of Autism is substantially heterogeneous. Some
children, independent of gender, have shown signs of developmental delays as early as the
first 18 months of life. Conversely though, 25% to 40% of children with Autism exhibit
development near-normal up to 24 months, when they revert into an Autism that is generally
indistinguishable from early-onset Autism [30]. This may indicate a difference between earlyonset and regressive phenotypes of Autism. The possibility that this occurs has important
implications for the types and time courses of neuropathology that can be expected to be
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encountered. Furthermore, because the diagnosis of Autism cannot be reliably made until 2
to 3 years of age, current MRI studies might be defining the end result of the pathology of
Autism rather than the etiological changes taking place during onset [23].

2.2 Studies of Structural Differences
While we can use MRI modality to reliably study a large group of subjects and analyze their
gross neuropathology, postmortem techniques provide a tool for understanding underlying
neurobiological abnormalities. This can help to identify if the brain is larger, if there are
more fibers, axons, glia, synapses or even neurons [23]. This tool is still in its infancy with
fewer than 100 Autism cases studied and a mean sample size of 5 Autism cases per study
[23].
One of the most prominent theories of neuropathology of Autism is that the brain
undergoes a period of precocious growth during early postnatal life followed by deceleration
in age-related growth [31]. It has been shown previously that head circumference is directly
correlated to the size of an individual's brain. This has paved the way for four separate
studies which show evidence of Autistic children being born with normal or smaller head
circumferences at birth in spite of an increase in the rate of growth beginning at
approximately 12 months of age [31-34]. Additionally there are several studies which show
that Autistic children between the ages of 18 to 48 months have an average of 5% to 10%
enlargement in overall brain volume [34-36], however it is unclear whether this abnormality
persists though childhood and into adolescence [35, 37-41]. Despite the fact that studies
show abnormal brain growth in children who exhibit ASD, Amaral et al. [23] emphasize that
this does not necessarily imply accelerated growth and awaits confirmation by a longitudinal
MRI study.
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When dealing with brain enlargement it is common to ask the question whether the
brain's tissues grow proportionally, or whether there is a dominant tissue. Herbert et al. [38],
has postulated a prominent theory that an abnormally enlarged brain of an Autistic child is
disproportionately accounted for by an increase in white matter (WM), not gray matter
(GM). Once again, although this theory has been shown in two cases involving very young
children (1.5 to 4 years) [33, 34], it is unclear whether these trends continue into adolescence
or even later childhood [39, 42, 43]. Although there is existing evidence of disproportionality
favoring the WM, four studies which collectively spanned from early childhood though
adolescence and adulthood have reported 6% to 12% enlargement of GM [35, 39, 42, 43].
These areas of enlargements of both GM and WM have been reported in frontal, temporal,
and parietal lobes of the brain, however, the largest and most consistent increases have been
reported in the frontal lobes [39, 43-45]. In a study which measured response to reward
achievement, when ASD individuals were compared to controls, ASD individuals had
significantly decreased peri-ventrical WM volume of the frontal lobe [46]. However WM
density did not show significant increase nor did GM densities between participating groups
[46].
Despite the fact that no consistent pattern of regional specificity of the frontal lobes
has emerged, there is evidence showing greater increases in the dorsolateral prefrontal and
medial frontal cortex [45, 47]. This is, however, accompanied by less consistent findings of

no difference and possible decreases in orbitofrontal cortex [48, 49]. A similar relationship
has also been proposed for the amygdala [40], when age is taken into account. While the
amygdala is found to be functionally abnormal in Autistic individuals [50], it has been
reported variously in terms of enlargements [36], reductions [51], and even no difference in
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size when comparative to controls [52]. These results have been equally inconsistent for the
hippocampus although no age related changes have been shown [36, 52, 53].
A recent study by Schmitz et al. has shown that individuals with ASD activated
different regions of their brains than control individuals during a contrast of successful
rewarded to successful non-rewarded stimuli scan. While controls significantly activated the
right insula and the anterior cingulate cortex and the middle frontal gyrus, bilaterally, ASD
individuals significantly activated the left anterior cingulate cortex and left middle and
superior frontal gyms and the right superior parietal lobe [54]. For the reward achievement
in a group comparison contrast of rewarded to non-rewarded stimulus, and individuals with
ASD compared with controls, the study showed the following results. The participants with
Autism showed significantly increased brain activation in the left anterior cingulate gyms as
well as in the left middle frontal gyms [54].
Aside from that, several MRI studies have examined other aspects of the cerebral
cortex as well. Some examples are structural patterns, cortical shape and cortical thickness.
Abnormalities have been identified in cortical shape in the sylvian fissure, superior sulcus,
intraparietal sulcus and inferior frontal gyms [55, 56]. However, one of the two studies on
cortical thickness reported increased cortical thickness over the entire cerebral cortex in 8 to
12 year-olds, primarily driven by increases in parietal and temporal cortices [57]. Conversely,
the other study reported cortical thinning in the frontal, parietal and temporal regions in
adults [58].
Additionally, in vivo studies have produced structural images which support the
anatomy of the frontostriatal limbic system as being abnormal in ASD [63-67]. The limbic
system has previously been shown to be part of memory consolidation. From this, it is safe
to assume that receiving a reward for doing a task can be related back to memory and
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memory function. This 'reward system' which is active in control subjects has shown
generalized impairments in stimulus-reward associations in children [69, 68] as well as adults
who are Autistic [54].

2.3 Studies of Functional Differences
While most studies favor control groups rather than those with ASD it should be noted that,
despite deficits in multiple functional domains, individuals with ASD do exhibit a notable
strength. This strength is namely a superior ability to identify local features of complex visual
stimuli [70]. This notion is influenced by a theoretical interpretation of various findings on
visual-spatial tasks. Theories have come to light that individuals with ASD have a perceptual
processing style that facilitates visual processing of local rather than global information,
which has been termed as weak central coherence [70]. The superior perceptual skills that
ASD individuals demonstrate are due to the fact that they are focused on a simple shape
embedded within the complex figure [71, 72], whereas typically-developing individuals are
focused on the global form of a figure before its local components [73].
While ASD individuals demonstrate strength over controls when it comes to
identifying local features, this edge does not prevail in facial recognition. Kiln et al. has
shown that children with Autism score lower on face recognition tests than developmentally
delayed children [74]. This is due to the fact that Autistic individuals do not spontaneously
view faces the same way as typically-developing individuals. This is shown through studies of
visual scanpaths which indicate that they spend less time looking at the eyes [75]. An
interesting correlation that can be drawn between individuals exhibiting ASD and those with
neurological damage, specifically in the amygdala; in particular they both demonstrate
difficulty in emotion recognition as well as display similar scanpaths when viewing an object.
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Both groups show impairment at judging faces which display fear [76], while both also fail at
spontaneously examining eyes [75, 59-61]. fMRI studies have shown evidence of abnormal
activity during these activities in areas such as the fusiform gyrus [51, 54, 61, 62, 77-80],
posterior superior temporal sulcus [81, 82], and the amygdala [61, 62, 80, 83, 84]. Each of
these studies, with the exception of one, reported hypoactivation in the amygdala [61].
Another area of interest to researchers concerning the functionality of ASD has
become the cerebellum. Five MRI studies have been conducted of Autistic individuals with a
wide age range and all have conclusively reported an enlarged cerebellum when compared to
controls [85]. This increase in cerebellum volume is essentially proportional to total brain
volume in ASD cases with the exception of one [86]. In complete contrast to the cerebellum,
the vermis appears to be slightly smaller in some ASD individuals [87, 88]. Although there
are results from the same laboratory which indicate that Autistics' vermis can either be
smaller or larger than controls [88], the size differences are likely because of the
heterogeneity in the Autism phenotype [89]. Lastly, it has been shown that the amygdala in
boys with Autism appear to undergo an abnormal developmental time course that includes a
period of precocious enlargement that persists though later childhood [36, 40]. Sparks et al.
found 13% to 16% abnormal enlargement of the amygdala in young children within the
range of 3 to 4.75 years of age [36]. Recent studies have shown that this enlargement
suggests association with more severe anxiety [90] and worse social and communication
skills [91].
Unfortunately, the investigation of other brain regions that might be implicated in
Autism is limited. There is virtually no MRI evidence and no postmortem evidence for
abnormalities in the thalamus [92-94] and the basal ganglia [95-98]. There is, however,
evidence for enlargement of the caudate nucleus that might be correlated with the presence
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of repetitive and ritualistic behaviors in adolescents and young adults [96, 97]. There is also
slightly inconsistent evidence indicating abnormalities within the hippocampus, in both
volume [16] and shape [99, 100]. Notably, postmortem studies have revealed an increased
density in cell packing and smaller neurons in the hippocampus in all Autistic cases to date
[101]. However, in a similar study by Bailey et al. [102], this finding was not replicated when
increased cell packing density was found in only one of five cases examined. Figure 2.1
demonstrates the regions of the brain that are commonly affected in Autistic patients, giving
a brief description of what each region is responsible for.

Figure 2.1 Map of brain with regions commonly affected by Autism.

Source: http://www.nimh.nih.gov/health/publications//Autism/
com
publication.shtml
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CHAPTER 3
FUNDAMENTALS OF MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) has proven to be important and integral tool for clinical
purposes as well as research. MRI images exceeded even the most optimistic hopes of
researchers when it was first introduced in the 1980s with its ability to manipulate and adjust
the contrast of tissues. This chapter describes how the MR signals are localized in three
dimensions and how the relationship between frequency and spatial position is examined. It
will also discuss characteristics of the MR image, including blood flow, methods of
acquisition, and reconstructions. Concluding this chapter will be a brief explanation of the
MRI equipment.

3.1 Background to Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
The principles of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) were initially explained by Felix
Bloch and Edward Purcell in 1946 in an attempt to uncover various chemisty and
biochemistry applications. However, it was Lauterbur who later used NMR principles in
generating the idea for MRI, which allowed physical and chemical properties to be derived
from MRI images. Lauterbur discovered in the 1960s that molecules of water could be
imaged using NMR and this eventually led him and Peter Mansfield to receive the Nobel
Prize in 2003 in Medicine/Physiology for their development of MM. This discovery was
monumental since the body is composed of approximately 70% water.
Lauterbur began this journey by his manipulation of the magnetic field gradients
which he understood could localize the magnetic resonance (MR) signal in space and
generate an image. This is accomplished by exciting the protons in a material with the use of
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an external uniform magnetic field and radio frequency (RF) energy of a specific frequency.
Once the protons are excited they subsequently produce signals with amplitudes dependent
on relaxation characteristics and spin densitites. Spatial localization, which is fundamental to
MR imaging, requires the imposition of magnetic field nonuniformities. These magnetic
gradients are then superimposed upon a stronger magnetic field which is essentially
homogeneous and is used to distinguish the positions of the signal in a three-dimensional
object. Conventional MRI involves the combination of the magnetic field gradients along
with the RF excitations to localize a signal from voxels in the object.
Overall, the basis of the formation of the MR signal is easily summarized through
simple atomic physics. Understanding the concepts of an atom, more specifically the
hydrogen atom, is essential to comprehending how an MR signal is produced. The
development of the MRI has provided doctors and researchers alike with extensive
advantages over any previous imaging modality. This is due mainly to its non-invasive
procedure, superb resolution in bone and tissue, the nonexistant use of radiation and finally
the ability to ascertain images of the body through any plane.

3.2 The Hydrogen Atom and Magnetization — Creating an MR Signal
When discussing NMR, it is essential to understand the properties of the hydrogen atom.
This is due to the fact that as previously stated, the human body is composed of essentially
70% water, and for every molecule of water alone there are two atoms of hydrogen, making
it the most abundant element in the human body. Since water is not only abundant in the
human body, but also a polar molecule by nature, it makes for an even better imaging
molecule.
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In fact, the body is comprised of many biological components, all of which retain an
abundance of water. The percentage of water within a tissue, organ, or type of body fluid
falls within a certain range, and these ranges are directly responsible for the spectrum seen in
images from an NMR. Some of the main tissues and organs imaged are listed below in

Table 3.1 Water Content of Various Human Tissues

The basic objective of MR imaging is to map the spatial location and associated
properties of specific nuclei or protons present in the object being imaged. The fact that
these tissues are composed mainly of water means there is therefore an abundance of
hydrogen atoms. The hydrogen proton is the most common form of nuclei used in MR
imaging. The NMR principle is based on the quantum properties of these protons and
nuclei. A fundamental property of nuclei with an odd atomic number such as hydrogen is
the possession of angular moment which is better known as spin. These protons are also in
possession of an electric charge which they carry as they rotate about their axes like
miniature tops. A spinning nucleus acts as if it has a north and south pole and will attempt to
align itself with an external magnetic field. This phenomenon is shown in Figure 3.1. The
strength of the magnetic moment is a property directly related to the nucleus. The hydrogen
nuclei (1 H) possess the strongest magnetic moment.
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Figure 3.1 A charged, spinning nucleus creates a
magnetic moment which acts like a bar magnet
(dipole).

The magnetic moment which the proton emits is proportional to the spin angular
moment. It is related though a constant which is referred to as the gyromagnetic ratio, a
quantum property of the proton. Therefore the relationship between the spin angular
moment J, and the magnetic moment ,u, can be described by,
P

=

y1

[3.1]

where y is a gyromagnetic ratio defined in MHz/T.
The spinning protons possess a specific spin quantum number that characterizes
their orientations as well as their energy levels both with and without the presence of an
external magnetic field. Consider a collection of 1 H nuclei, spinning protons as shown in
Figure 3.2. In the absence of an externally applied magnetic field, the magnetic moments
display completely random orientations. However, if an externally supplied magnetic field in
the direction of B o is imposed, the magnetic moments result in a paramagnetic polarization
aligning the protons either with or against the external field. The protons aligning themselves
parallel to the main magnetic field have a lower energy level than those aligning themselves
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anti-parallel. The overall result is a net magnetization vector in the direction of the external
magnetic field.

Figure 3.2 [Left] A collection of 1 H nuclei in the absence of an external magnetic field. [Right] An external
field Bo is applied.

If one can look now at the proton and apply a mechanics lesson it can be learned
that there is torque generated. This torque is generated by the interaction of the external
magnetic field with the magnetic moment, which can be set equal to the rate of change of
angular momentum. This is given by equation of motion where the spin is isolated:

since we already know that

where

Ho is the strength of the external magnetic field, and k is the unit vector in z-

direction with h o = Bo lc . After solving the equations from above, this leads to an
important relationship that provides the angular frequency of the proton, 00. This
relationship is shown as:
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This association is better known as the Larmor Equation, which expresses the
relationship between the strength of the magnetic field, B o , and the Larmor frequency 0 0 , of
an individual spin. For a 1 H nucleus, the gyromagnetic ratio is 4257 Hz/Gauss. Therefore at
3.0 Tesla, which was the strength of the magnetic field that was used in the original
experiment, (30,000 Gauss), (0 0 = 127.71 MHz. This frequency linearly increases and
decreases as the magnetic field respectively changes. Modern imaging systems are extremely
precise and need to know the spin precession frequency to 10 -12 . Differences in the
precessional frequency allow the selective excitation of one elemental species for a given
magnetic field strength.
Since there are million of protons which recess in the parallel and anti-parallel
directions, this results in a distribution that can be represented by two cones with a net
magnetic moment equal to the vector sum of all the protons in the sample in the direction of
the applied magnetic force (See Figure 3.3A). When the system is at equilibrium a magnetic
field is non-existent in the perpendicular direction of the external magnetic field. This is
because the individual protons recess with a random distribution, which effectively averages
out any net magnetic moment.
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Figure 3.3 [A] A collection of spins at any given instant in an external magnetic field, B0. A small net
magnetization, M0, is detectable in the direction of B0. [B] A proton reflecting a phase shift after the
precessional frequency is absorbed.

By convention B 0 is parallel to the z-axis of Euclidean 3-space. This means that the
x- and y-axes are perpendicular to the z direction. The net magnetization vector M 0 , is
described by three components. M L is parallel to the magnetic field is better known as
longitudinal magnetization, leaving Mx and My perpendicular to the main field. At
equilibrium M0 can be set equal to M z , since the longitudinal magnetization is maximal. The
amplitude is determined by the excess number of protons that are aligned with B 0 . The angle
which M 0 has rotated away from the z-axis is known as the flip angle. The strength and
duration of B 1 determines the amount of energy available to achieve spin transition between
parallel and anti-parallel states, where B 1 is a field denoted by the x-y components of M 0 .
Therefore, the flip angle is proportional to the strength and duration of B 1 . A pulse of 180 0
rotates M 0 into a position directly opposite its original orientation with B 0 , with greater
number of spins adopting anti-parallel (see Figure 3.3B). If the B 1 field is indefinitely applied,
M 0 tilts away from the z-axis, through the x-y plane towards the negative z direction and
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finally back to where it started through the x-y plane again (see Figure 3.4). By displacing M

0

to its transverse x-y plane it results in changes within the magnetic flux, allowing the overall
variation in magnetization to be measured. The results are optimal allowing the largest
transverse magnetization to occur when a 90° RF pulse is applied [103].

Figure 3.4 [Top] The effect of RF radiation on the net magnetization M0 is to produce a second magnetic
field M x _y . M is tilted from its original longitudinal z-axis orientation, along the direction of the external
magnetic field B0, into the transverse x-y plane. [Bottom] An illustration of flip angle, which is the angle
through which M0 has rotated away from the z-axis.

The application of RF energy to the precessional frequency of the protons causes a
displacement from equilibrium of the tissue magnetic moment. The protons returning back
to equilibrium results in an emission of MR signals which are proportional to the number of
protons excited in the sample of tissue. The rate of relaxation is also proportional to the
tissue type.
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The situation once an RF pulse is applied that causes the net magnetization vector

M 0 to flip by 90° can be better seen in Figure 3.5. M 0 lies in the x-y plane and begins to
precess about the B o axis. If it can be assumed that

N is the total number of spinning nuclei

in the object being imaged, a vector M can then be defined from the available magnetic
moments as:

M 0 will induce an electromotive force in a receiver coil according the Faraday's law of
magnetic induction, which is the principle of NMR signal detection. A simple graph of signal
that is registered by the coil is shown in Figure 3.5B, and is termed as free induction decay
(FID), is represented by:

The magnitude of the signal depends on the number of nuclei which contribute to produce
the transverse magnetization as well as the relaxation time. The MR image can then be
reconstructed from the FID signal, denoted by

S(t), by taking a three-dimensional inverse

Fourier transform from the frequency domain to the spatial domain as:

Figure 3.5 [Left] Path taken by vector M0 as it returns to its relaxation state. [Hight' Energy emitted by
proton during relaxation.
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3.3 Relaxation Methods
The "excitation" method shown above generates a signal that is proportional to the local
magnetization, which is simply the local density of protons. The more protons per cubic
centimeter, the greater the signal generated. However, if this signal simply reflected proton
density, it would be a bit like x-ray CT. What makes MRI so powerful is the way in which the
images can be more heavily weighted to biological properties of tissue. As M0 returns to its
equilibrium state along the z-axis, so that M0 = M z , this is known as the relaxation process.
There are three main factors which directly influence the decay of M 0 : the inhomogeneity of
the magnetic field, longitudinal T 1 relaxation, and transverse T 2 relaxation. Briefly, T i
relaxation which is also referred to as the spin-lattice relaxation is the realignment of the M 0
with B o ; i.e. M0 = M. T2 relaxations, better known as T 2 decay, transverse relaxation or
spin-spin relaxation, is the decrease in the x-y component of magnetization. This section will
briefly discuss magnet inhomogeneity before explaining the differences between T 1 and T2
relaxation. It will conclude with a brief comparison between the two relaxations.

3.3.1 Magnet Inhomogeneity
As it may be assumed, it is virtually impossible to construct an NMR magnet which is
perfectly uniform in strength. Since this is a problem, NMR machines are supplied with
hardware to assist in normalizing the B o field. However, no matter how much software and
hardware process the information the sample being imaged will experience a variance in B o 's
across its body. This directly results in different frequencies across the nuclei of which the
body is composed. Directly after the 90° pulse, the sample will consist of M x - y . However, as
time proceeds the phase differences will occur at any given time at random points across the
sample. This is due to the nuclei precessing at different frequencies. These phase differences
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will increase exponentially with times and the vector addition of these phases will reduce
Mx-y with time.

3.3.2 T, Relaxation—Return to Equilibrium

The return of the excited magnetization to maximum longitudinal magnetization is the
longer of the two relaxation times. This is because each individual excited spin needs to
release their energy to the local tissue, also commonly referred to as the lattice. Spin-lattice
relaxation is coined for the exponential regrowth of Mz , as it depends on the interactions of
the spin with the molecular arrangement and structure of the tissue. This constant is simply
defined as the time needed to recover 63% of the longitudinal magnetization after a 90°
pulse when M z =0. A simple graph of the recovery of NI, versus time (see Figure 3.6) can be
expressed as:

where M z is the longitudinal magnetization that recovers after a time t in a specific material
which has the relaxation constant T 1 . As the Larmor frequency increases, the main magnetic
field B o increases as previously stated, and these are correlated with an increase in the T 1
relaxation time also. This directly results in a reduction of the spectral overlap of the
molecular vibrational frequency.
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Figure 3.6 After a 90° pulse, longitudinal magnetization (M a) is converted from a maximum value at
equilibrium to zero. Return of M 7 to equilibrium occurs exponentially and is characterized by the spinlattice constant. After an elapsed time equal to T1, 63% of the longitudinal magnetization is recovered.
T 1 relaxation depends on the dissipation of the absorbed energy into the surrounding

tissue. This time varies, in some cases substantially, for different tissue structures. T 1
relaxation is heavily dependent on the physical characteristics of a tissue. This is because
large molecules which move slowly exhibit low vibrational frequencies that are clustered in
the lowest part of the frequency spectrum. While moderately sized molecules, proteins for
instance, and viscous fluids vibrate in the intermediate range of the spectrum. Lastly, small
molecules have vibrational frequencies throughout the spectrum. The understanding of this
concept relates to a classical physics perspective that energy transfer is most efficient when
the precessional frequency of the excited protons overlaps with the vibrational frequency of
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the tissue. For biologic tissue though T 1 relaxation ranges from 0.1 to 1 second for soft
tissue and increases to 1 to 4 seconds in aqueous tissue such as cerebrospinal fluid (CSF).

3.3.3 T 2 Relaxation—Free Induction Decay
Once the spins are excited, they are in the transverse plane. This transverse magnetization
will also disappear, usually at a rate much faster than the longitudinal magnetization recovers.
The decay of the FID is a result of the loss of phase coherence of the individual spins caused
by vibrations in the magnetic field. As previously stated the magnet is never complexly
homogeneous, it is the inhomogeneities intrinsic to the structure that cause spin-spin
interactions. This is where the individual spins precess at different frequencies due to slight
changes in the local magnetic field strength. A loss of phase coherence happens because
some spins travel more quickly than others.
T2 represents the intrinsic spin-spin interactions that cause loss of phase coherence
due to the intrinsic magnetic properties of the sample. The time elapsed between the peak
transverse signal and 37% of the peak level (1 /e) is referred to as the ; T2 decay constant.

t = 0 t=1; TIME TIME
Figure 3.7 [Left] The loss of M xy phase coherence occurs exponentially and is caused by intrinsic spin-spin
interactions. These take place within the tissue while the extrinsic magnetic field inhomogeneities also affect the
decay. T2 is the time over which the signal decays to 37% of the maximal transverse magnetization. [Right] T2
is the decay time that results from the intrinsic properties of the sample. T2* is the decay time resulting from
both intrinsic and extrinsic magnetic field variations. T2 is always longer than T2 * .
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Mathematically, this exponential relationship can be expressed as:

where 111.3, is the transverse magnetic moment at time
magnetization at

t for a sample that has M 0 transverse

t = 0. T2 decay is often compared to radioactive decay, with the only

exception being that T2 is based on 1/e instead of the half-life. Aqueous liquids such as CSF
exhibit a long T2 ; this is due to the rapid molecular motion canceling the magnetic
inhomogeneities. As the molecular size increases T2 decay also increases. The average T2
time ranges from 10's to 100's of milliseconds.
Aside from T2 there is also type of transverse relaxation, T2* . T2 , which was just
detailed, describes random frequency shifts that come about from spins interacting with
other spins at close (i.e., atomic) range. However, many other things might make protons
within a given "voxel" precess at slightly different frequencies. For example, no magnet has a
perfectly uniform magnetic field, so that even within a small volume, protons at one end of
the volume may have a different frequency than those at the opposite end. From a biological
standpoint, the body itself is slightly magnetizable, due to all its water, and thus the
difference between, for example, the juxtaposition of air filled sinuses and the tissue
surrounding them create magnetic field non-uniformities. As a result, protons will precess at
different frequencies depending on their proximity to the air-tissue interfaces. Just as with
the T2 relaxation described above, the net average magnetization will decrease after the
excitation because signal, which is the vector sum of all the magnetization vectors,
disappears as each group of protons spreads to a different place in the transverse plane. This
total rate of signal loss, which includes both magnetic field non-uniformities as well as "true"
*

spin-spin interactions is called T2 * . T2 can be related to T2 by the following expression:
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where y represents gyromagnetic ration, and A13 0 the difference in strength of the locally
varying field.

3.3.4 A Brief Comparison
Overall, T 1 is significantly longer than T 2 . In some cases, such as with soft tissue, T 2 can be
as much as 10 times faster than T 1 , which is directly influenced by molecular motion, size,
and interactions. All molecules can be represented in three categories: small, medium, and
large, all with corresponding frequencies: slow, intermediate, and fast. Thus, the high
definition and high contrast that is provided by an MRI is the result of the differences in T 1 ,
T2 and T2* , along with proton density variations and blood flow to and from the tissue (see

Figure 3.8).

Figure 3.8 Factors affecting T1 and T2 relaxation times of different tissues.
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Table 3.2 Typical Relaxation Times for Ti and T2 and Spin Density (SD)
of Common Tissues and Fluids in the Human Body

While the strength of the magnetic field has a direct impact on the T, relaxation time, it
exhibits no effect on T2 decay. Table 3.2 shows a comparison of T, and T2 for various
biological tissues. To summarize, T, > T2 > T2* the specific relaxation times are a
function of the tissue characteristics. T„ T2 , and the spin density are fundamental properties
of issues and therefore can be exploited by MRI to aid in diagnostics.

3.4 Pulse Sequences
To obtain MR images, spatial encoding has to be established between the subject and the
image coordinate systems. However, the key to exquisite contrast sensitivity in MR images
comes down to emphasizing the differences among spin density, T„ and T2 relaxation. Being
able to alter the polarity, order, timing, and repetition frequency of the RF pulses and applied
field gradients allows the signal emitted to be dependent on density, T 1 , and T2 relaxation. A
pulse sequence is an appropriate combination of one or more RF pulses and gradients with
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intervening periods of recovery. A pulse sequence consists of several components, of which
the main ones are repetition time (TR), the echo time (TE), flip angle, and the number of
excitations (NEX), bandwidth, and acquisition matrix. MR relies on three major pulse
sequences which are spin echo, inversion recovery, and gradient recalled echo.

3.4.1 Spin Echo
In order to obtain a signal with a T2 dependence rather than a T2* dependence, a pulse
sequencer known as the spin-echo has been devised which reduces the effect of B o
inhomogeneity on Mx-y . It is important to understand the formation of a spin echo, since it is
the most commonly used method in NMR imaging. Spin echo is used to describe the
excitation of the magnetized protons in a sample with an RF pulse and production of the
FID. This is followed by a second RF pulse to produce an echo. The timing between the
pulses allows separation of the initial FID and the echo and the ability to adjust tissue
contrast. Simply put, an important difference between T2 and T2 * is that the inhomogeneities
that lead to T2* are static. That is, in the time of the NMR excitation-acquisition, which is
approximately 100 msec, the field inhomogeneity does not change. Since the frequency is
static for each proton, the lost magnetization can be recovered by reversing the path it took.
This process is called spin echo.
The spin echo pulse sequence essentially works as follows. After a 90° pulse, a signal
is formed which decays with T2 * characteristics. This is caused by variations in the magnetic
field by both intrinsic and extrinsic forces. After a time delay of TE/2, where TE is the time
of echo, a 180° RF pulse is applied inverting the system and effectively rephases the system.
When the spins are rephased they produce a signal which can be measured at a point in time
equal to the time of the echo (TE). This procedure can be seen in more detail in Figure 3.9.
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SPIN ECHO PEAK AMPLITUDE
FID SIGNAL GRADUALLY
AFTER 180° PULSE, SIGNAL
DECAYS WITH DECAY RATE 1"; REFORMS AT SAME RATE DEPENDS ON 1"2

Figure 3.9 The spin echo pulse sequence starts with a 90° pulse and produces a FID that decays according to
After a delay time equal to '1E/2 a 180° RF pulse inverts the spins that reestablish phase coherence and
produces and echo time of TE. The rotating frame shows the evolution of the echo vector in the opposite
direction of the FID.
T2.

A standard spin echo sequence using a series of 90° pulses. These pulses are
separated by a period known as the time of repetition denoted by 'FR, which typically ranges
from 300 to 3,000 msec. During this period of recovery between excitations the FID and the
echo produce the MR signal. After the TR period, which is usually before complete recovery,
another 90° pulse is administered. After the second pulse, the FID is less than the previous.
For spin echo, partial saturation of the longitudinal magnetization depends on the TR and T

1

of the tissues being imaged. Partial saturation results in an impact on tissue contrast in the
final image.
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Figure 3.10 MR data acquired into the spatial frequency domain
k-space matrix.

The spin echoes which are frequency-encoded can now be mapped into a raw data
space which is termed 'k-space'. K-space is the representation of the raw frequency data
which was collected though the pulse sequences and placed into a multi-dimensional array
for reconstruction. One of the most commonly used methods for MR image reconstruction
is the transformation from the frequency signal based k-space to the image space in the
spatial domain (see Figure 3.10). This process is accomplished by taking the inverse Fourier
transform of the k-space data. The k-space then represents the echo signals that are encoded
with frequency and phase along the x-y directions respectively. As shown in Figure 3.10,
multiple NMR signals collected as frequency encoded echoes can be placed into horizontal
lines in 2-D k-space. These multiple frequency encoded echoes are collected with different
phase encoded gradients and are placed as horizontal lines in the corresponding k-space with
the vertical direction representation the phase encoding gradient values. Upon the
completion of collection of the spin echoes, the k-space is complete with the raw data and a
2-D Fourier transform will take it to the spatial domain, where each horizontal line
corresponds to a given slice of the image.

3.4.2 Image Weighting
The contrast in an image is proportional to the difference in signal intensity between
adjacent pixels. Each pixel on the image corresponds to a voxel in the patient. The signal
which is emitted, S, is proportional to many other factors and can be explained by the
following expression:

where p m represents the proton density, and f(v) is the signal coming from the fluid flowing.
A T 1 -weighted image is designed to produce contrast in the image due to T,
characteristics of the tissue by de-emphasizing the T 2 contributions. This can be
accomplished by using a short TR which maximizes the differences in longitudinal
magnetization and a sort TE to minimize T2 dependency during the acquisition. Table 3.3
shows which weighting will have preference depending on the length of 'FR and TE.

Image contrast with spin density weighting mainly relies on differences in the number of
protons per volume of tissue which is able to be magnetized. Lipids and aqueous tissue such
as CSF tend to have high spin density and exhibit a larger longitudinal magnetization, as
opposed to soft tissue, such as protein. To be effective in this sense a short TE and a long
'FR is desired. T 2 -weighting follows this sequence inversely, reducing T, effects with a long
TR and accentuating the T2 effects with a longer TE. A T 2 -weighted image demonstrates the
contrast inversion and high tissue contrast features, when compared with the T 1 -weighted
images. The relationship between T, and T2 relaxation times can be expressed as:
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where ρ0(x,y,z) represents the initial spin density function.

3.5 Perfusion Contrast
Perfusion of tissues via the capillary bed permits the delivery of oxygen and nutrients to the
cells as well as mediates the removal of cell waste. This is the overall concept that is used
when producing Blood Oxygen Level Dependent (BOLD) contrast images. BOLD imaging
and functional MRI rely on a differential contrasts generated by blood metabolism in active
areas of the brain. The conversion of oxyhemoglobin to deoxyhemoglobin increases the
magnetic susceptibility in the localized area and helps to reduce signal loss by reducing T2* .
This is the basis of functional MRI (fMRI) as the areas of high metabolic activity produce a
correlated signal. BOLD imaging produces an image of the head before the stimulus is
administered. The patient then receives the stimulus and a second BOLD image is acquired.
The image previously acquired is then subtracted pixel by pixel from the imaged acquired
after the stimulus. This is the process in which the image is actually acquired and metabolic
activity is able to be seen. BOLD images are continuously acquired. The areas of the brain
which demonstrate a time-dependent activity and correlate with the application are then
grouped and color coded as they are overlaid onto a gray-scale image of the brain for
investigation.

3.6 Magnetic Resonance Imaging
The actual location within the sample from which the RF signal was emitted is determined
by superimposing magnetic field gradients on the magnet, generating the otherwise
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homogeneous external magnetic field B,,. For example, a magnetic field gradient can be
superimposed by placing two coils of wire, wound in opposite directions, around the B 0
field, with the result that one end of the magnet has higher field strength than the other.
According to the Larmor equation, the magnetic field causes identical nuclei to precess at
different Larmor frequencies. The frequency deviation is proportional to the distance of the
nuclei from the center of the gradient coil and the current flowing through the coil.
NARROW-BAND RF

Figure 3.11 The slice selection gradient (SSG) disperses
the precessional frequencies of the protons in a known
way along the gradient. A narrow-band RF pulse excites
only a selected slice of the tissue which is determined by
the RF bandwidth and SSG strength.

With the above gradient, if it is then switched on, a single frequency RF pulse is
applied to the whole patient; only a narrow plane perpendicular to the longitudinal axis at the
center of the patient will absorb the RF energy. Everywhere else the patient is receiving the
wrong frequency of excitation for resonance to occur. This technique allows a slice, with the
thickness to be determined by the magnetic field gradient strength, to be selected from the
sample. This is the procedure used to create the slices which are seen on an MRI scan,

and

how researchers can activate the brain one slice at a time and not receive any overlap in the
data. Figure 3.11 shows this phenomenon and how the body can be sliced.
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3.6.1 Frequency Encoding
There are three magnetic field gradients which are placed orthogonally to one another into
the bore of the magnet (see Figure 3.12). These gradients are required to encode the
information in three dimensions: sagittal (y-z), axial (x-y) and coronal (x-z). With a slice
selected and excited as described in the previous section, current is switched to one of the
two remaining coils. This has the effect of spatially encoding the excited slice along one axis,
so that columns of spins perpendicular to the axis precess at slightly different Larmor
frequencies. For a homogeneous sample, the intensity of each signal at each frequency is
proportional to the number of protons in the corresponding column.

SUPERIMPOSED GRADIENTS

INDIVIDUAL GRADIENTS

Z-AXIS
Figure 3.12 Within a large stationary magnetic field, field gradients are produced by three separate saddle coils
shown in white. The coils are placed within the central core of the magnet along the x, y, z direction. A gradient
can be made in any direction by superimposition of the three-axis gradient system.
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The frequency encoding gradient is turned on just before the receiver is activated
and is left on while the signal is sampled. This is the reason the frequency encoding gradient
is also known as the readout gradient. The resulting FID is a graph of signal which is formed
from the interference pattern of the different frequencies. This is induced into the receiver
versus time. If the FID is subjected to a Fourier transform, a conventional spectrum in
which signal amplitude is plotted as a function of frequency can be obtained. Therefore, a
graph of signal verses frequency is obtained which corresponds to a series of lines or views
representing columns of spins in the slice. Figure 3.13 depicts two simple FIDs and their
Fourier transforms.

Figure 3.13 Two FIDs and their Fourier transforms.
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3.6.2 Phase Encoding
Suppose a slice through a homogeneous sample has been selected and excited as described
in the previous section, and then frequency encoded according to the previous section. After
a short time, the phase of the spins at one end of the gradient leads those at the other end
because they are precessing faster. If the frequency encoding gradient is switched off, spins
precess at the same angular velocity but with a retained phase difference. This phenomenon
is known as phase memory. A phase encoding gradient is applied orthogonally to the other
two gradients after slice selection and excitation, but before frequency encoding. The phase
encoding gradient does not change the frequency of the received signal because it is not
active during the acquisition of the signal. It serves as a phase memory, remembering relative
phases throughout the slice.
The construction of a 256 x 256 pixel image requires a pulse sequence to be repeated
256 times while only altering the phase encoding gradient. The alteration occurs in a stepwise
fashion, with the field strength decreasing until it reaches zero, then increasing in the
opposite direction until it reaches its original amplitude. At the end of the scan, 256 lines,
one for each phase encoding step, comprising 256 samples of frequency are produced. A
Fourier transformation allows phase information to be extracted so that a pixel (x,y) in the
slice can be assigned the intensity signal which has the correct phase and frequency
corresponding to the appropriate volume element. The signal intensity is then converted to a
grayscale to form an image.
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3.6.3 Echo Planar Imaging

kx

Figure 3.14 Single-shot EPI acquisition sequence.

Echo Planar Imaging (EPI) is a technique that provides extremely expedient imaging. It is a
single-shot method for 2-D and 3-D MR imaging where all the image information is
acquired within 1 TR interval. There is also multi-shot EPI, but it is less prevalent. For
single-shot EPI, the image acquisition begins with a 90° flip, followed by the acquisition of
the data into k-space followed by a 180° echo-producing RF pulse. The way in which the
raw data is stored into k-space is different than previous, the signal alternates between rows
in a zip-zag recording the data from left-to-right then right-to-left until the k-space is filled,
as shown in Figure 3.14.
However, an alternate method of filling the k-space, for a more uniform distribution
of frequency sampling in the k-space can be obtained by a spiral scan as shown in Figure
3.15. This spiral approach has an advantage when imaging the information at the center of kspace is important since that is where the bulk of the information is contained. Spiral
scanning has proved useful in cardiac dynamic and functional imaging. As holds true with
EPI, spiral scanning is extremely sensitive to inhomogeneities in the magnetic field.
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SPIRAL ACQUISITION: EQUAL AT
BETWEEN SAMPLE POINTS

K-SPACE REBINNING OF SPIRAL DATA
REQUIRED BEFORE IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION

Figure 3.15 Spiral data acquisition of k-space.

Overall, the EPI pulse sequences provide multiple echoes for obtaining NMR signals
for image reconstruction through a single shot by an RF excitation pulse. The disadvantage
to this approach is that image clarity and resolution must be sacrificed to produce the images
in such a short period of time. Matrices are typically 64 x 64 or 128 x 64 as opposed to 256 x
256 for standard imaging. On the other hand, EPI can be seen as a real-time snap shot since
the total acquisition time is less than 50 msec. Studies have shown that EPI can be useful as
it can acquire images as fast as 64 per second in a single slice or an entire brain at a rate of 4
per second [104].

3.7 Instrumentation
Now that the basics of collecting and processing the data have been covered, one can now
begin to understand the structure of the MRI machine. An MRI machine consists of three
main parts: a super conductive magnet, an RF coil, and a gradient coil as shown in Figure
3.16. The super conductive magnet, which measures about 1 meter in diameter and 2 to 3
meters in length, consists of the magnet itself with an electrical current running though it.
Surrounding the superconductor coil assembly is a liquid helium bath and encompassing
wrap of liquid nitrogen containers with vacuum insulation barriers. However, modern day
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systems use refrigeration which makes the liquid nitrogen unnecessary and obsolete. It is
essential to keep the magnet cool because higher temperatures induce the loss of
superconductivity and ultimately quenches the magnetic field.

Figure 3.16 Typical MRI Setup

These superconductive magnets can achieve extremely high field strengths. Most
clinical systems range from 0.3- to 3.0-Tesla while clinical research magnets range anywhere
from 3.0- to 7.0-Tesla. There are several disadvantages to these superconductive magnets
such as high costs of operation as well as the need to turn it off in case of an emergency.
Despite these disadvantages, however, the superconductive magnet is the most widely used
magnet type for clinical imaging.
Other parts of the magnet include the shim coils which are necessary for the MR
system to function properly. These coils allow the user to adjust the main magnetic field and
improve the homogeneity of the magnetic field. The gradient coils are wire conductors that
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produce a linear superimposed gradient magnetic field on the main magnetic field. These
coils are located inside the cylinder of the magnet (see Figure 3.12) and are responsible for
the banging noise that is heard during the imaging process. This noise is caused by the
flexing and torque experienced by the gradient coil from the magnetic fields rapidly
changing. The RF coils creates B 1 as previously stated. This field rotates the magnetization in
a pulse sequence and detects the transverse magnetization as it precesses in the x-y plane. All
coils must resonate and efficiently store energy at the Larmor frequency.
In this study as well as others a bird-cage coil is used (see Figure 3.17). This is the
design of choice for brain imaging sequences. This coil allows the field of view to be better
focused and has a higher resolution. The control interfaces, RF source, detector and
amplifier, A/D converter, pulse programmer, computer system, gradient power supplies, and
image display are critical components of the MR system which are all integrated and
synchronized together to produce the images.

Figure 3.17 Bird-cage coil for MRI scanning.

CHAPTER 4
BACKGROUND IN NEUROANATOMY AND fMRI

To fully understand how BOLD imaging operates and the reasoning behind it, a brief
background in neuroanatomy is necessary. Aside from understanding the reasoning for the
results, knowledge is also essential in order to efficiently assess the results of the scan. This
section will provide a brief overview of neuroanatomy as well as key areas addressed in this
study.
Historically the central nervous system (CNS)—brain and spinal cord—has been
compared to the central switchboard of a telephone system that interconnects and directs a
dizzying number of incoming and outgoing calls. Nowadays, many people compare it to a
super computer. These analogies may explain some workings of the spinal cord, but neither
does justice to the fantastic complexity of the human brain. Whether we view the brain as an
evolved biological organ, an impressive super computer, or simply a miracle, it is one of the
most amazing things known.
The unimpressive appearance of the human brain gives few hints as to its remarkable
abilities. It is about two good fistfuls of quivering pinkish gray tissue, wrinkled like a walnut,
and somewhat the consistency of cold oatmeal. The average adult male's brain has a mass of
about 3.5 pounds, while a female's is slightly less at 3.17 pounds. However, in terms of brain
mass per body mass, males and females have equivalent brain sizes. This jelly-like structure is
made up of many components but mainly glial cells.
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4.1 Neurons and Glial Cells

Carrying signals to and from the brain are structures called neurons. There are
approximately 100 billion neurons, which are the basic processing units of the nervous
system (Figure 3.18). These neurons send and receive electrochemical signals, also known as
action potentials, to and from the brain and nervous system. The CNS is also composed of
special cells called glial cells, which are far more numerous than neurons. These glial cells
provide support for functions of the neurons.

Figure 4.1 [Top Left] Basic neuron design. [Top Right] Types of neurons. [Bottom] Actual pictures of

neurons.

There are many types of neurons, ranging in size from 4 microns (0.004 mm) to 100
microns (0.1 mm) in diameter. Their lengths vary from a fraction of an inch to several feet.
These neurons transmit signals at approximately 200 miles per hour. The neuron consists of
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a cell body (soma) with branching dendrites (signal receivers) and projections termed an
axon, which conducts the nerve signal. At the opposing end of the axon, the axon terminal
then transmits the electro-chemical signal across a synapse. Neurons communicate with each
other through these synapses. The average brain neuron has approximately 1,000 to 10,000
synapses.
The axon which is essentially a long extension of the nerve cell, delivers the
information from the cell body. Bundles of axons are known as nerves and within the CNS
are also termed nerve tracts. Some axons have myelin coats which act as insulators. There
are periodical breaks called Nodes of Ranvier. These myelin sheaths are responsible for an
increase in transmission speed along the axon. The myelin is manufactured by Schwann's
cells, which consist of 70 to 80% lipids with the remaining material being protein. The cell
body contains the nucleus with the DNA and typical nuclear organelles.
To carry out of the CNS' functions there are three different types of neurons. All
three types carry the same electro-chemical signals but differ in structure and are each found
in different parts of the CNS. The three types are sensory, motoneurons, and interneurons,
all of which are located in the CNS. Sensory carry messages from the body's sense receptors
to the CNS and account for nearly 0.9% of all neurons. Motoneurons carry signals from the
CNS muscles and glands and account for nearly 9% if all neurons. Finally the interneurons
are responsible for the neural wiring within the CNS. These have two axons, one which
communicates with the spinal cord, while the other with the skin or muscle. They are
essentially messenger neurons and account for the remaining 90% of the neurons in the
body. Unlike most cells in the body, neurons cannot regrow after damage.
Glial cells make up 90% of the brain's cells, and they are nerve cells that do not carry
impulses. These glial cells play an important role as their functions are essential to our
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everyday routines. They enable necessary functions such as digestion of parts of dead
neurons, manufacturing myelin for neurons, providing physical and nutritional support for
neurons, and much more. There are several types of glial cells but such an in-depth review is
beyond the scope of this paper.

4.2 Brain Structure
The brain consists of three major structures: the forebrain, the midbrain, and the hindbrain.
The forebrain consists of the cerebrum, thalamus, and hypothalamus. The midbrain consists
of the tectum and tegmentum. Finally, the hindbrain is composed of the cerebellum, pons,
and medulla, often known as the brain stem.
The cerebrum, or cortex, is the largest part of the human brain, associated with
higher brain function such as thought and action. The cerebral cortex is divided into four
sections called lobes: the frontal, parietal, occipital, and temporal. Figure 3.19 'shows a visual
depiction of the cortex and these regions.

Figure 4.2 Lobes of the human brain.

The frontal lobe is associated with reasoning, planning, parts of speech, movement,
emotions, and problem solving. The parietal lobe is responsible for movement, orientation,
recognition, and perception of stimuli. The occipital lobe is the visual processing center, and
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the temporal lobe is associated with perception and recognition of auditory stimuli as well as
memory and speech.
The cerebral cortex is highly wrinkled as well as highly vascularized. Essentially, the
highly convoluted surface makes the brain more efficient because it increases the surface
area and the number of neurons within it. A deep furrow divides the cerebrum into two
halves, known as the left and right hemispheres. The two hemispheres look mostly
symmetrical yet it has been shown that each side functions slightly different than the other.
Conventionally, the right hemisphere is associated with creativity and the left with logic. The
corpus callosum is a bundle of axons which connects these two hemispheres.
The brain consists of two types of matter: gray and white. Nerve cells make up the
gray surface of the cerebrum, which is a little thicker than a human thumb. The white nerve
fibers beneath carry signals between the nerve cells and other parts of the brain and body.
The bulk of the cortex is known as the cerebrum, which is a six-layered structure of the
cerebral cortex. It is thought that the neocortex is a recently evolved structure and is
associated with higher information processing.
The cerebellum or "little brain" is similar to the cerebrum in that it has two
hemispheres and a highly folded cortex. The cerebellum is responsible for regulation and
coordination of movement, posture, and balance. The cerebellum is assumed to be much
older than the cerebrum from an evolutionary standpoint.
The limbic system, which is often referred to as the "emotional brain" is found
buried within the cerebrum. Like the cerebellum, this structure is considered rather old. The
limbic system contains the thalamus, hypothalamus, amygdale, and hippocampus. Figure
3.20 shows a midsagittal view of the human brain with these regions of the brain labeled.
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Figure 4.3 Midsagittal view of the human brain.

Underneath the limbic system is the brain stem, which is responsible for basic and
essential life functions such as breathing, heartbeat, and blood pressure. It is considered to
be the simplest part of the brain. The brainstem consists of three parts: midbrain, pons, and
medulla. The midbrain is known as the rostral part of the brain stem. The anterior portion
has the cerebral peduncle which is a huge bundle of axons traveling from the cerebral cortex
though the brain stem, which is all important for voluntary motor functions. The pons is
part of the metencephalon in the hindbrain. It is involved in motor control and sensory
analysis. Finally, the medulla oblongata is the caudal-most part of the brain stem, between
the pons and spinal cord. It is responsible for the body's vital functioning.

4.3 fMRI and BOLD Imaging
As already discussed in the previous chapter, MRI and fMRI vary in contrast susceptibility
but also in their purpose. BOLD fMRI is the most commonly used fMRI technique; this is
because it potentially offers imaging with a temporal resolution on the order of 100
milliseconds and a spatial resolution of 1 to 2 millimeters, which is much greater than that of
positron emission tomography (PET) and single photon emission computed tomography
(SPECT). This explains how transient cognitive events can be imaged and small brain
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structures such as the amygdala can be more readily resolved. Unlike PET and SPECT, most
fMRI techniques are noninvasive, and do not involve the injection of radioactive materials.
This is an extreme advantage since it allows the patient to be repeatedly imaged though
different disease states or developmental changes, while also investigating healthy individuals
due to the low risk this technique poses. fMRI also allows researchers to make statistical
statements in comparing different mental states within an individual in a single session.
Therefore, fMRI is of important use in understanding how a given individual's brain
functions and perhaps, in the future, making psychiatric diagnoses and treatment
recommendations.
In BOLD MRI the scanner is tuned to resonate and image hydrogen atoms as in
conventional MRI as previously discussed. However, T2* weighted images are preferred,
which take advantage of the fact that the deoxygenated hemoglobin is magnetic as opposed
to oxygenated hemoglobin. Due to this magnetic effect, the unflipping of the magnetic
deoxyhemoglobin molecule which causes rapid dephasing, the T2 * single is retained longer in
a region when it has more oxygenated blood when compared to the blood which is
concentrated with CO 2 . Therefore, using basic physics reasoning, an area with more
oxygenated blood will show up more intensely on a T2 * weighted images when compared to
when there is less oxygenated blood in the vicinity.
Due to the mechanics of this technique, it is assumed that an area is relatively more
active when it has more oxygenated blood compared to another point in time [105, 106].
This is based on the principle that when the brain region is being used, arterial oxygenated
blood is redistributed as well as increased in that area. The principle has one caveat, as there
is a lag time of 3 to 6 seconds between when a brain region is activated and blood flow
increases to it, and this is known as the initial dip [105, 107, 108]. During this lag time of 3 to
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6 seconds, in fact, the activated areas experience a relative decrease in oxygenated blood as
oxygen is extracted by the active regional neurons. Afterward, the amount of blood flowing
to the area far outweighs the amount of oxygen that is extracted so that oxygenated blood is
now higher. Although theses images can be acquired every 100 msecs with echo planar
imaging, as discussed in the last chapter, it compensates and therefore limits the immediate
temporal resolution to several seconds instead of the 100 msec potential [107]. After the
stimulus there is also an additional 5 to 10 seconds of decrease in responses which is
followed by a return to a hypo-baseline state for a period of time, known as the undershoot.
Figure 4.4 depicts a typical hemodynamic response during an fMRI scan to a stimulus.
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Figure 4.4 [Left] BOLD hemodynamic response [Center] single short duration response to a stimulus
[Right] multiple events over an extended time

BOLD fMRI is a relative technique in that it must compare images taken during one
mental state to another in order to create a meaningful picture. As images are acquired
extremely rapidly (a set of 15 coronal brain slices every 3 seconds), one can acquire enough
images to measure the relative differences between two states to perform statistical analysis.
This study uses BOLD imaging to scan Autistic children and controls during rest states and
activated states (button tapping) to compare the two states. The predictable nature of the
hemodynamic response will allow the researchers to have an in-depth understanding of the
recorded signals and allow them to make a reasonable prediction. The fMRI allows
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researchers the ability to generate images of neuronal and physiological activity. Once
correlated together, the ability to extract information relating the two is possible.
There are three key variables which quantify the underlying changes seen in the fMRI
signal: the raw signal to noise ratio (SNR), the contrast to noise ratio (CNR) and the
functional SNR. The raw SNR indicates the acquired signal intensity when compared to
thermal nose produced by the magnet. CNR measures the intensity difference between the
tissues being compared with variability in intensity within the tissues of importance. Finally,
the functional SNR signifies the capability to detect task related changes specifically. Noise
can be detrimental to an imaging scan so reducing the SNR becomes of elevated importance.
One method which is used is generating multiple acquisitions during a particular task and
averaging them together. This helps to reduce the SNR but at the cost of loss of particular
task related effects.
BOLD fMRI paradigms such as the one used in this study generally have several
periods of rest alternating with several periods of activation. The images are then compared
over the entire activation to the rest periods. The images obtained over the first 3 to 6
seconds of each period are generally discarded due to the delay in hemodynamic response
discussed earlier. The use of alternating paradigms is due to the fact that the signal intensity
generated by the MRI scanner tends to drift with time.
Current technology allows BOLD imaging to be best used for studying processes
that can be rapidly turned on and off. Such examples are language, vision, movement,
hearing, and memory [107]. However, while scanning is in progress the patient needs to
remain virtually motionless. This is due to the ultra-high sensitivity of movement in the scan,
therefore limiting tasks to those without head movement, which includes speaking. BOLD
imaging is also limited in that artifacts are often present in brain regions that are close to air.
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Thus, there are some problems in observing important emotional regions at the base of the
brain like the orbitofrontal and medial temporal cortices. Another problem is that sometimes
observed areas of activation may be located more in large draining veins rather than directly
at a capillary bed near the site of neuronal activation.
Currently there are no applications for BOLD imaging in clinical psychiatry,
although this technique holds considerable promise for unraveling the neuroanatomic basis
of psychiatric diseases such as Autism. It may be of potential help in sorting out diagnostic
heterogeneity and treatment planning in the future. Neurologists and neurosurgeons are
beginning to use this technique clinically to noninvasively map language, motor, and memory
functions in patients undergoing neurosurgery. [106, 109-112].
In short, fMRI has revolutionized our current understanding of brain function in
both the patient population and healthy controls. A number of different studies ranging
from language to episodic memory, conceptual categorization, and mathematical calculations
have been performed using fMRI. This is supplemented with studies relating to mental states
such as goal setting, decision making, consciousness, and emotion. fMRI and BOLD
imaging is an emerging area of interest to both researchers and clinicians alike.

CHAPTER 5
INVESTIGATIONAL STUDY

5.1 Introduction
The objective of this study was to detect and quantify differences in brain connectivity
between Autistic subjects and age- and gender-matched controls. The subjects were
administered 5 separate stimulus tests during which an fMRI scan was conducted. Between
each test the subjects were given a rest period so they could refocus as well as allow the
scanner to reset. The results were then imported into Anatomical Functional Neurolmaging
(AFNI) and the data was correlated to draw the conclusions necessary.

5.2 Subjects
The stimulus was presented to 8 Autistic subjects all of which were male and between the
ages of 8-12 years. Control subjects were matched for age, gender, and education level and
exhibited no signs of neurological disorders. All subjects had normal or corrected to normal
vision as well as no hearing impairments.

5.3 Imaging Parameters
All scanning was performed on a Siemens 3T Allegra system (Erlangen, Germany) using a
dedicated, non-linear gradient coil. All subjects were positioned supine along the mid-sagittal
plane. Foam padding was used to help minimize head motion since the subjects were young
in age. Scanning sessions began with anatomical imaging covering the whole brain. Based on
the anatomical images, functional images were produced from the same regions, albeit with
lower spatial resolution. Thirty-four high-resolution gradient-recalled echo images were
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obtained along the axial slices covering the entire brain. The imaging parameters consisted of
FOV = 20 cm x 20 cm, Matrix = 64 x 64, TR= 2 sec, TE = 40 msec, number of repetitions
= 164, where FOV (field of view) is the distance across the image, and matrix size
determines the scan resolution. For functional imaging, T 2 * weighted echo-planar images
were obtained from the same location and same number of slices as mentioned during the
previous scan. For EPI imaging parameters consisted of FOV = 20 x 20 cm, Matrix =
64x64, TR = 2000 msec, TE = 27 msec, flip angle = 89°. This corresponded to a spatial
resolution of 3.2 mm x 3.2 mm x 5 mm. After the completion of the functional tasks, high
resolution MPRAGE anatomical data sets were collected. MPRAGE imaging parameters
consisted of: 80 slices, FOV = 20 x 20 cm, Slice thickness = 2 mm, 'FR = 2000 msec, TE =
4.38 msec, T 1 = 900 msec, Flip Angle = 8° (the flip angle of the RF pulse describes how
much of the magnetization is converted to MR signal with each excitation), and Matrix =
256 x 256. This corresponded to a spatial resolution of 0.875 mm x 0.875 mm x 1 mm. Each
functional MRI consisted of 5 tasks, each task lasting approximately 5 minutes. The same
parameters were used for all the subjects. The sequence of tasks within each scan was also
constant for each of the subjects.

5.4 Experimental Design
Subjects and their parents/guardians were given a safety checklist and screening form and it
was ensured that they did not have implanted ferrous metal objects such as aneurysm clips,
pacemakers within their body, or dental braces. Subjects and their parents/guardians were
also given a brief summary of the general concept of the study. This study was approved by
the Institutional Review Board and written consent was obtained from all subjects and their
parents/guardians prior to scanning. Subjects were asked to refrain from moving during the
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entire session and directed to attempt to comprehend the stimulus images to the best of
their ability. All subjects were paid on an hourly basis for their participation.
Changes in blood oxygen level—dependent (BOLD) contrast were measured as
subjects performed a number of different perceptual discrimination tasks. Five different
stimuli were used for this study. Each of the stimuli was presented via a visual projection
screen, and subjects' responses (when needed) were collected using a button box that
recorded the time of response. The stimulus was presented using a standard block design.
Each run was composed of 4 blocks of task-activation lasting 40 seconds alternating with 4
blocks of rest lasting 40 seconds where subjects were shown a dark blank screen (see Figure
5.1). After the first stimulus was administered, a 2 minute rest was issued while the next
block was loaded.

Figure 5.1 Layout of stimulus run indicating both activation and rest periods.

For the first task, both Autistic and control subjects had to distinguish between a
human face and inanimate objects. The subjects indicated their response by using a button
press to designate whether images presented were those of a face or an object during the
stimulus presentation. Figure 5.2 shows the array of faces and objects that were shown to the
subjects. For the second task, the subjects had to discriminate between an arrow and
inanimate objects. The subjects once again indicated their responses by a button press
designating whether the images presented were those of an arrow or inanimate objects
during the stimulus presentation. For the last three tasks, the use of a button press was not
required, but rather continuous repetition of the stimulus task was required for the 40
second interval. During the third scan, the subjects were asked to simply open and close
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their mouths. The fourth scan similarly required subjects to open and close their eyes.
Finally, the concluding session required subjects to move their eyes from left to right.

Figure 5.2 Images that the subjects were shown during the scan. Arrows were paired with Objects, and
Human Faces were paired with Objects.

The study was composed of a total of 5 sessions, each mimicking the block design
described above. However, since the first two included images their design was a little
different. During their activation period images were chosen at random and flashed on the
screen for 1 second. A blank screen immediately following the images was interspersed for 1
second as well. A total of 20 images were shown for each 40 second "on" period, giving a
total of 80 images for each complete block. Although the images were chosen at random, an
equal number of each type of image was displayed for the overall block design. Figure 5.3
demonstrates a modified example of what subjects viewed during their scans.
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Figure 5.3 A modified example of the two stimuli which required feedback
from the subject. An image was shown every other second, with the second
in between designated for a response. [Top] Object/Arrow Paradigm.
[Bottom] Person/Object Paradigm.

The same sequence of stimulus presentation was used for all the subjects. To
minimize the variation in the subject response, each of the stimuli were triggered to the
acquisition of the functional MR images. This ensured that the stimulus was presented to all
of the subjects at the same instance. This also helped to ensure that all data would be
collected from only the time the stimulus was being presented.
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5.5 Data Analysis
5.5.1 Image Preparation
All fMRI data processing as well as analysis was performed using MATLAB and AFNI
(Analysis of Functional Neuroimages). AFNI allows for the attained fMRI data to be viewed
and analyzed by creating and viewing activation maps for each subject. Additionally, AFNI
provides various tools to help assist in Talairach transformation as well as statistical analysis
on the functional datasets. Programs which could be run in AFNI were written in ANSI C
format so they could be used in a Linux/Unix based system.
Due to the fact that the subjects were children, and children with Autism, they were
prone to movement; motion was a major concern in this study. Prior to data analysis, a 3D
motion detection and correction algorithm (3dvolreg) was used based on least square fitting,
to ensure the accuracy of the data being analyzed. To briefly explain this process, this
algorithm used an arbitrary image to obtain a least-square fit which was used for all images
composing the scan to ensure a constant baseline. The data sets were then additionally
detrended to help identify and discard for linear drifts caused by motion, physiological
factors, and scanner related problems. While there is an array of registration and motion
correction techniques available, 3dvolreg was chosen because recent studies have found it to
be accurate as well as fast [113].
Temporal filtering was also employed by using a digital low pass filter. This helped to
minimize the respiration and other noise components that could affect the results seen. Due
to the low sampling rate (TR), only a signal with a frequency less and 0.25 Hz was able to be
detected and filtered out. Therefore, the cardiac signal was aliased and could not be
removed. This technique helps utilize the linear nature of the hemodynamic response. This
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takes into account that the stimuli are in close enough intervals that the responses will
overlap and the total fluctuation in the MR signal is a summation of the individual responses.
However, the data must first be spatially filtered, which smoothes or blurs the data.
This was useful for two main reasons: one, it tends to average out high spatial frequency
noise in the image—therefore eliminating areas with a small spatial extent, while areas of
activation with a greater spatial extent remain. Secondly, spatial blurring needs to be
performed before aggregating data across subjects. This is due to the variance in the subjects'
brain anatomies even after the normalization to a standard brain (Talairach space), and
therefore causing functional activation areas to not perfectly overlap.
The data was smoothed during reconstruction, which had the advantage of
eliminating unwanted noise and artifacts from the images before they can be compounded
by further processing. However this type of spatial smoothing is only performed in-plane,
meaning it is applied separately for each brain slice, not removing unwanted high spatial
frequency between slices. It also does not help align functional activation across subjects in
the slice direction. To help alleviate this dilemma a second spatial smoothing is applied to
statistical maps. By using the code for 3dmerge, an advantage arises with processing speed
since instead of smoothing every time point, a much smaller number of statistical images are
required.
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Figure 5.4 The effects of spatial smoothing are demonstrated here.
[Left] Anatomical images after spatial smoothing has been applied.
[Right] Anatomical images before spatial smoothing is applied.

Finally, before single subject analysis can begin, a program is written to skull strip the
images. This is done to overlay the functional image on top of the anatomical image. All
voxels outside of the brain region were identified using 3dAutomask. 3dAutomask
automatically creates a mask of brain from a 3D+time image. The resulting image is a 3D
functional image resembling binary code, with l's in the brain while filling 0's in the region
outside. Therefore the image can be overlayed on an anatomical to see signal drop off.
This image was then multiplied by a binary mask to create filtered output. The
original image was then multiplied by the mask and generates a new image. The new data set
is now a complete array of 0's except where the raw data activation was, which is seen as a
whole number of threshold value which indicates the amount of activation for that voxel.
This is accomplished using the command 3dcalc and a generic example is shown in Table
5.1.
Binary Activation Masked
Mask
Image
Image

Table 5.1 An Example of Mask Multiplication.
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Finally 3dSkullStrip was used to extract the brain from the surrounding tissue from
the MRI T 1 weighted images. The fully automated process consisted of three steps,
beginning with processing the volume to remove gross spatial image artifacts, then
expanding a spherical surface iteratively until it envelopes the brain, and concluding with the
creation of various masks and surfaces modeling brain and portions of the skull. When this
process was completed the images remained with simply the brain illustrated, as shown in
Figure 5.5.

Figure 5.5 Automated T1 image skull stripping. [Left] Unstripped image. [Right] Stripped
image.

MASK
SMOOTHING
REALIGNMENT
Figure 5.6 The steps taken to prepare raw data image for analysis in AFNI.

REMOVE NON BRAIN

5.5.2 Single Subject Analysis
Single subject analysis of functional imagines is carried out in AFNI using the command
3dDeconvolve. This analysis implements the functional images with General Linear
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Modeling (GLM). Because head induced signal changes are rather complex, this makes
perfect motion correction in all cases not very reliable. The uncorrected motion will tend to
cause signal changes in the time series of particular voxels that depending on the relative
timing of motion and the experimental paradigm might lead to artifactual activations.
Residual image motion will also have an impact on the sensitivity of analysis to detect true
activations by adding to the unmodeled error variance.
One solution is to include vectors of motion estimates as nuisance variables in the
single subject single run GLM to account for the variance due to motion. In simple terms,
the GLM for analysis of a single subject's data can be specified for each voxel as,

where y is the vector of measured signal samples, X is the design matrix, M is a matrix
incorporating one or more time series of estimated motions, s is a residual signal vector, and

f3 and y are the parameter vectors to be estimated. The matrix M could either incorporate
multiple estimates of motion or might, more simply, consist of a single global estimate of
absolute estimated motion.
When the estimated motion is correlated with the task design, inclusion of motion
estimates as covariates of no interest can reduce the significance of real clusters of activation,
because the motion estimator can 'steal' variance from the regressor(s) modeling the real
hemodynamic response. It is unclear what the magnitude of correlation between motion and
task design must be for this to have a noticeable impact on statistical significance.
Correlation analysis using fMRI was developed by Bandettini et al. [104, 114] and has since
become a standard tool for the analysis of fMRI data. The time series datasets of each region
were correlated both inter-subject (same region, different subject) and inter-regionally (same
subject, different region). The approach utilized in this study is known as fixed-effects
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analysis. This method assumes that the effects resulting from the experimental design are
constant among participants and any differences between the datasets attained from subjects
is due to random noise. All correlation analysis was perforomed in MATLAB.
Cross-Correlation Analysis was also performed in the study. Cross-correlation
analysis is the analysis of the task-induced signal changes by cross-correlation, which
assumes that neuronal activity and fMRI task-induced signals change proportionally with the
stimulus paradigm. In this method, the number of activated voxels is calculated for each
activation correlation coefficient (ACC) threshold. This means a synthesized box-car
waveform corresponding to the stimulus presentation will be cross-correlated with all voxel
time courses on a voxel-by-voxel basis to identify stimulus-locked response. The statistical
significance p is calculated using a semi-empirical method. The ideal reference waveform
used for cross correlation fMRI analysis of filtered task-activation voxel time courses is
applied to all filtered voxel time courses in the resting-state data set. The standard deviation
of the distribution of the resting-state correlation coefficients is typically somewhat less than
0.1. A threshold of 0.5, or 5 times the standard deviation, would lead to p < 0.0001 if the
resting-state data exhibited a normal distribution and both the resting-state and taskactivation time courses were filtered in the same way.
The histogram of the correlation coefficient values obtained when the ideal reference
waveform is cross-correlated with filtered resting-state voxel time courses appears to be
normal, which is the justification for the semi-empirical approach. All voxels that pass the
ACC threshold in the scan for each paradigm set are considered activated and belonging to
the sensorimotor cortex and their locations noted. Relevant auditory or other association
cortices (e.g., language, memory) will be determined and locations noted.
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Following cross-correlation analysis, coherence analysis was performed. While
temporal correlation is widely used in fMRI to detect activated voxels in the brain,
correlation techniques cannot differentiate between frequency and phase information. For
example, a sine wave at a given frequency and a cosine wave at the same frequency have zero
correlation. In addition to temporal correlation (discussed in the above section), coherence
analysis will be performed. Coherence analysis determines the similarity in the frequency
spectrum between two signals and is insensitive to phase. Briefly, coherence between two
signals x(t) and y(t) is defined as:

where Fx and F y represent the frequency spectrum of x(t) and y(t), respectively.
The value of coherence is a real number between 0 and 1. Prior to coherence
analysis, the frequency spectrum of each voxel time course will calculated using the multitaper frequency estimation method (MTM), a robust frequency estimation technique. Briefly,
the MTM is a nonparametric way of frequency estimation. The key to this technique lies in
its extension of traditional taper analysis where time series (or auto-correlation functions) are
tapered prior to Fourier transform to reduce bias due to signal leakage. The MTM strives to
reduce the power leakage in the frequency domain while reducing estimate uncertainties.
The MTM achieves high resolution and accuracy by applying a set of orthonormal tapers
designed specifically to minimize the spectral leakage.
All voxels identified as belonging to a functionally connected region (identified from
a task-activation image) will be chosen as reference waveforms and a coherence analysis
performed between each selected voxel and every other voxel in the cortex. A threshold
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similar to that used for temporal correlation (described above) will be used for determining
the threshold.

5.5.3 Group Analysis
In order to find quantitative and qualitative differences between two different groups, image
analysis is performed after transforming all the images into a standard coordinate system.
Consequently, all the images must first be transformed into Talairach images using the
Talairach transformation. This sequence usually follows the generation of the individual
activation maps. The Talairach transformed datasets were averaged, and aggregated
activation maps were then constructed using individual datasets from all subjects. Doing this
allowed for the examination of regions that were active across all subjects, as well as the
degrees of correlated spatial activation. A threshold was then set to create a mask for the
averaged data sets where the activated regions which exceeded the threshold would be
recognized. Therefore, during analysis, only the regions needed would appear as active.
AFNI automatically calculates the transform of each subject's anatomy to a template
anatomy which is chosen by the researcher. The template used in this study was
TT_N27+tlrc, which is the "Colin" brain, which is one subject scanned 27 times and
averaged together.
The first step in the automatic transform is to calculate and apply the transform from
individual subject space to template space based on the subject's high resolution anatomical
image. The line of code that that enables this is @auto_tlrc —base TT_N27+tlrc —suffix [put
new file name here] —input [place original file name here]. This step should strip the skull off
the anatomical image and then calculate the best spatial transform to wrap the individual's
anatomical data into the same space as the template image.
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The fMRI data is represented though the following linear model given by the
equation,

The linear model formula suggests that the observed data (y) is equivalent to a combination
of weighted model factors (x,). The model factors can be defined as a set of estimated
changes in BOLD signal during the particular task. The parameter weights (a) indicate the
contribution of each factor to the output signal. The error contribution (e) can be minimized
by calculating the weight values that will produce a minimized error term. The minimum
error term that can be calculated for a given linear system is called the residual.
A design matrix is then constructed in coherence with the general linear model
determined for the system to observe changes over time. The cost function value
summarizes the overall residual error within the system attained from the design matrix and
the standard cost function is the least-squares error (used for image registration described
previously regarding the 3dvolreg command) which is the sum of the squared residuals.
To facilitate direct comparison between the individual cortices and compensate for
variations in anatomy, data sets of each subject were transformed into Talairach coordinates.
The Talairach transformation was performed using a process in which the anterior
commisure (AC) and posterior commisure (PC) line of the high resolution anatomical
images was initially identified. The longitudinal (inter-hemispheric or mid-sagittal) fissure was
next aligned to the y-z plane to define the z-axis. After identifying the five landmarks on the
high-resolution images, the anatomical images were scaled to the Talairach-Tournox Atlas
which allowed for the designation of anatomical regions in the transformed images. An
affine transformation was then used to align the two image data sets. Using the Talairach
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images as a reference, images across subjects could be compared both spatially and
temporally.
The system, which is used to evaluate whether or not a certain condition exists due
to coincidence, is called significance testing. To determine what regions were active across all
subjects a t-test statistic was used. This step can help answer the question of which areas of
the brain become activated in response to negative stimuli. First, one determines the subbrick of the statistical bucket dataset containing the percent signal change estimates for the
negative condition. The code for 3dinfo can be used for this or one can simply recall that the
dataset contains the mean baseline in the first sub-brick (sub-brick 0), the SNR in the second
sub-brick (sub-brick 1) and then the percent signal change estimates of the 2 parameter
estimates and 2 contrasts of interest in sub-bricks 2-5. Thus, sub-brick 3 should correspond
to the percent signal change estimated response to the negative stimuli. A slightly different
example occurs when there are two groups for which to compare functional activation in
response to the task. In this case one would perform a two-group t-test.
In simpler terms, the t-test was used to compare the null hypothesis H o , that there
were different activated regions between subjects and the experimental paradigm did not
result in overlapping spatial activation, with the alternate hypothesis H 1 . The t-test resembles
the standard normal distribution, however, the smaller sample sizes result in more extreme
values. To use the t-test it is necessary to tabulate the means for all the data points between
the two subject datasets and divide the difference by the overall standard deviation. The
basic mathematical procedure is shown below in Equation 5.6,
[5.4]
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The calculated t-statistic is then transformed into the probability value which is based
upon the number of images in the dataset. This can be seen in Figure 5.7:

Figure 5.7 t-distribution at various degrees

of freedom.

There are two types of corresponding error which can be affiliated with this type of
statistical testing. The first, Type I, occurs when the null hypothesis is really true but appears
as false, otherwise known as a false-negative. This type of error appears when a non-active
voxel is considered active. The second type of error, Type II, results when the null
hypothesis is considered true when it is really false, otherwise known as a false-positive.
Regions that demonstrated an overlap in activation between all subjects were
considered to be regions of interest (ROI). ROIs were considered to be homogenous and
indivisible during the analysis and each ROI corresponded to an entire anatomical area.
ROIs were then imposed on high resolution, anatomical MPRAGE images, rather than
functional ones, because their resolution is almost 4 times greater. Although ROIs were
selected based on activation observed in the functional maps, ROIs were constructed based
upon the anatomical extent of the region without consideration to functional activity. This
provided an unbiased estimation of activity within the ROI. ROI analysis was chosen for this
study because it has several advantages over other voxel-wise analysis—namely, reducing the
number of statistical comparisons and related errors involved. Additionally, the reduction in
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comparisons—ROI analysis averaged many voxels within the region and increased the
associated SNR by assuming the region to be homogenous.
The time series data from each particular region was correlated both inter-subject as
well was inter-regionally. This study used fixed-effects analysis when analyzing inter-subject
statistical analysis. This method assumes that the effects resulting from the experimental
design are constant among participants and any difference between the datasets is due to
random noise. Therefore, from each subject's correlation matrix, the temporal correlation
between any two regions could be determined. Similarly, the correlation matrix for a
particular region between any two subjects could be determined.
Granger Analysis was performed using code written in MATLAB. Data analyses
were performed on the time-series from different regions-of-interest. Granger causality
methods were used to assess dynamic interactions between cortical regions. Granger
Causality between two regions can be defined as the extent to which the data from one
region at one point in time improves the prediction of another region's data at a later point
in time [107].
Time-series from each ROI was fit using a full vector autoregressive model. Briefly,
in a vector autoregressive process the time-series data sets assume that the current time point
is functionally related to its N previous time-points. For this study a 5 th order vector
autoregressive process was used for each of the eight ROIs. Five time points (10 seconds)
were sequentially omitted and its effect in predicting the output was calculated. Ten seconds
were omitted to account for delay that may arise due to difference in the hemodynamic
response. Sub-model fits were then carried out for each time-series data set compared with
the other time series data sets. Time-point omission from one regional time series permitted
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characterization of its influence on other subsequent time points in other regional time
series. The significance level for each of them was tabulated for within-group analysis.
The Granger analysis performed used F-statistics to test whether lagged information
on a time series (variable) y provided any statistically significant information about another
time series (variable) x in the presence of lagged x. If not, then "y did not cause x." The
vector auto-regression model we used assumed an auto-regressive lag length p, and
estimated the following unrestricted equation by ordinary least squares (OLS):

where x(t) and y(t) are the two time series being evaluated for causality, t is the current time
point, a(i) and b(i) are the linear prediction variables for x and y, u is the error of the fit, and
p is the lag length.
The F-statistic tested the null hypothesis (Ho: b(1)=b(2)=b(3)= b(p)=0) using the
following simplification of 5.11:

where x(t) is the time series being evaluated for causality, t is the current time point, g(i) is
the linear prediction variable for x, e is the error in fit, and p is the lag length. If the F-test

(where T is the total number of time-points, p is the lag length) was greater than tabular
significance values, then the null hypothesis (y does not cause x) was rejected, and the
alternative "y causes x," is accepted.
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This procedure was performed on the data from each region and its influence on
each other region was computed. Each time series data set was modeled and the sub-model
was compared against the other time series data sets. Sub-model fits and directional causality
was then tabulated for each of the time-series data sets. This process was repeated until all
the possible combinations were obtained. Model diagnostic tests and resulting significance
levels were estimated from the sub-model fit matrix (115). Directed influences between the
different regions were calculated for two different significance levels (0.05 and 0.10).
Causality matrices between the different regions were formulated for Autistic and control
groups.

Figure 5.8 A flow chart showing the steps required for analysis of data from
preprocessing through the group analysis.

CHAPTER 6
ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

6.1 Analysis
All data sets from each of the subjects were tested for motion. A 3d-volume registration
program was used to detect and correct for motion. Motion was found to be a significant
problem for both Autistics as well as healthy matched controls. This is most likely because
the subjects were children and uncomfortable or restless while in the scanner. Out of the 16
total subjects (8 Autistic) only 10 (6 Autistic) were able to be used for data analysis, due to
the fact that the other subjects exhibited more than 2 pixels (corresponding to 6.4 mm) of
motion. The mean and standard deviation of motion along the 6 directions (x, y, z, xy, xz,
yz) were calculated for all the subjects analyzed and are shown in Table 6.1.
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-0.107

±0.142

0.021

±0.010

0.002

±0.033

5504

YZ

0.043

±0.037

0.103

±0.048

0.380

±0.187

0.007

±0.012

0.006

±0.030

5511

X

0.016

±0.038

-0.038

±0.068

-0.071

±0.070

0.325

±0.124

0.011

±0.036
±0.086
±0.069

5511

Y

0.014

±0.011

0.040

±0.033

0.062

±0.042

0.069

±0.062

0.045

5511

Z

0.005

±0.018

0.061

±0.039

-0.008

±0.021

-0.028

±0.039

-0.034
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Table 6.1 Mean and Standard Deviation of Motion for All Subjects Analyzed in All Directions.

A pictorial display of the motion estimates along all 6 directions is shown in Figure
6.1. The figure illustrates a slice by slice estimate of motion parameters using the third slice
as a reference. In this particular scan of subjects during the Mouth Open/Closed task,
minimal motion was observed along the x and z direction. However, motion was observed
along the y direction for the first half of the scan, after which it stabilized.

Figure 6.1 Motion estimates along all 6 directions for a subject during the
Mouth Open/Closed task.

Second order detrending was used on all the data sets to remove the mean and any
linear trend in the data on a voxel-wide basis. A TR of 2 seconds in this study resulted in a
frequency resolution of 0.25 Hz. An FIR filter was designed using 7 weighted coefficients to
minimize all frequencies greater than 0.1 Hz. Due to the fact that the functional images were
collected with a spatial resolution of 3.2 mm x 3.2 mm, only minimal spatial smoothing was
used.
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A localized temporal correlation method was used to detect active voxels in the
brain. This method assumes that during stimulus condition, activated voxels will be spatially
clusterd together and will have similar temporal dynamics. Therefore, every voxel timecourse in the brain was correlated to its eight neighboring voxels. The mean correlation
coefficient was then calculated on a voxel-wide basis for the entire brain. A distribution of
the mean correlation coefficient was performed. All voxels that exhibited a correlation
coefficient greater than a threshold of 0.3 were considered active. Individual activation maps
were generated for each subject for each of the five tasks. Regions that exhibited significant
correlation were used for further analysis. A cluster analysis was then used to determine
significant regions of the brain with significant activation.
Spatial activation patterns corresponding to the stimulus were identified using the
regional homogeneity method [28]. A threshold corresponding to a significance value of p<
0.005 was used to determine all voxels mediated by the stimulus. All voxels greater than the
threshold were considered active and their locations were noted for further analysis. Table
6.2 provides a list of the ROIs and their Talairach-Transformation coordinates, while Figure
6.2 shows the location on the brain using the map utilized in AFNI for this study.

Table 6.2 Regions of Interest: Talairach Coordinates and Average Temporal Correlation.
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MIDDLE FRONTAL GYRUS

Figure 6.2 Coordinates of regions of interest of the brain evaluated in this study, termed the Colin
Brain, which is an average subject who was scanned 27 consecutive times and averaged together.
The brain is labeled in differed colors to identify its different regions. The two regions, Middle
Frontal Gyms [Dark Blue] and Inferior Frontal Gyms [Red] are those being compared in this study.

The regions identified in the table above were chosen because they exceeded the
threshold by a considerable amount across all subjects. The regions were identified to be the
middle frontal gyms, as well as the inferior frontal gyms (Brodmann Area 9), on both the left
and right side. Figure 6.3 shows a spatial activation map of 2' subjects during stimulus
viewing.
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Figure 6.3 Spatial activation maps for Autisic and healthy matched controls for Mouth Open/Closed Stimulus.

A group-wide t-test was performed between the activation maps obtained using each
of the 5 stimulus paradigms between the Autistics and matched controls. A few regions
including visual cortex, middle frontal cortex, supra marginal gyms, middle temporal gyms,
superior temporal gyms, and inferior frontal cortex were observed. Several observations
were made regarding the group wide difference between the two groups. Autistic subjects
had fewer number of active voxels during the stimulus presentation compared with matched
controls. Furthermore, the correlation coefficient in Autistic was less than in matched
controls. This is evident when comparing the amout of activation between Autistics and
healthy matched controls which can be seen when looking at Figure 6.3 above. The ROIs
are denoted by the green crosshairs through the brain
Recently, Gusnard and Raichle [Gusnard and Raichle PNAS] have shown the middle
frontal and the inferior frontal cortex to be involved in the "default mode" of brain function.
Therfore, for this study, those two regions of the brain (both left and right) were chosen for
further analysis. After selecting the middle forntal and inferior frontal gyms, the time series

data from the area enclosed within each of the ROIs were averaged to create one time series
per region. Correlation analysis was performed to determine the influence of one region over
another. This provides a relationship between the measured variables, in this case between
the four regions (left and right middle frontal and inferior frontal gyrus) for each of the
subjects scanned. For data measurements from a sample of subjects, the correlation
coefficient, denoted r, is calculated as follows:

where the variances and covariances of X and Y are defined as:

Inter-regional correlation was computed pair-wise using the averaged voxel time
courses from each of the ROIs. Significant temporal correlation was observed between the
ROIs for both the Autistics and matched healthy controls. Representative correlation
matrices showing the correlation between the different ROIs for both Autistics and matched
controls are shown in Figure 6.4. The corresponding time series data is shown in Figure 6.5.
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Figure 6.4 [Left] Time series correlation matrix for 6 scanned Autistic subjects during Mouth Open/Closed
Stimulus. [Right] Time series correlation matrix for 4 scanned Healthy Controls during Mouth Open/Closed

Stimulus. Similarities in the time series data can be seen between the subjects.
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Figure 6.5 [Left] Time series data for 6 scanned Autistic subjects during Mouth Open/Closed Stimulus.
[Right] Time series data for 4 scanned Healthy Controls during Mouth Open/Closed Stimulus. Similarities in

the time series data can be seen between the subjects.

From the graphs shown above it can be inferred that there is a correlation between
Autistic subjects and matched healthy controls. It can be inferred from the graphs that both
the middle and inferior frontal gyrus have similar patterns. Although the activation from
Autistic subjects seems to be scattered a little more than controls, it is concluded that each
ROI is dependent upon the other. This conclusion can be drawn by the ' fact that when
analyzing just one ROI on one side of the brain it is seen that the time series data exhibits a
striking similarity to each other. Although there are subtle differences in their patterns, the
overall patterns reveal similarities.
However, when overlaying the Autistics and matched healthy controls on the same
graph it is evident that the Autistic subjects exhibited nearly matched data to those of healthy
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controls, as seen in Figure 6.6. The fact that they are slightly higher is irrelevant; it is simply a
reflection of the reading from the scanner. On the other hand, it can be seen that the
Autistic subjects "spiked" frequently. It is important to note that both ROIs spiked at almost
identical time points. This helps to further prove the hypothesis that the middle and interior
frontal gyms have a direct impact on each other.

AUTISTIC MOUTH OPEN/CLOSED TIME SERIES

20

40

60

80

100

120

140

160

180

TIME POINTS

Figure 6.6 Overlapping time series line graphs of Autistics and healthy matched controls. It can be suggested
that there is correlation between not only the two regions, but the subjects as well.

Moreover, the differences in the data were also illuminating. Even though it has been
established that both ROIs are correlated to each other from the time series data, a further
look can reveal the reason why the Autistic children spiked more often, and more sharply,
than matched healthy controls. By creating a bar graph of the correlation data used above,
one can see that while both subjects have regions of tightly packed data, the Autistics' is
more spread out. The boxplot shown has lines at the lower quartile, median, and upper
quartile values. The (lower and upper) whiskers are lines extending from each end of the
boxes to show the extent of the rest of the data. Values that were considered outliers were
plotted beyond the ends of the whiskers. Simultaneously displaying the correlation between
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the ROIs for the two groups using boxplot (Figure 6.7), significant disparities between the
two groups can be observed.

Figure 6.7 Box graph overlaying bar graph both using correlation data.

The mean correlation coefficient between the ROIs for the matched controls was
found to be greater than Autistic subjects. In Autistic subjects, the standard deviation was
found to be greater than those of matched controls. Additionally, as no time point can exist
at zero, the only outlier for the matched healthy controls can be eliminated. In Autistics,
however, several outliers were found that were outside the range of the distribution. From
both of these observations, it as concluded that the matched healthy controls exhibited a
stronger correlation between the ROIs, suggesting a tighter bundle of neurons between the
regions. In the Autistic group, while some subjects exhibited strong connectivity, in several
other subjects, the connectivity was significantly reduced.
To further test the hypothesis that the regional interaction in the Autistic children is
significantly different from that of matched healthy controls, a pair-wise t-test was
performed between the correlation coefficient obtained from the two groups. The
interactions between each pair of the ROIs were computed for all the five tasks for both the
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Autistics and matched healthy controls. The mean correlation coefficient between the ROIs
was found to be 0.6866±0.1668 and 0.7348±0.1013 for the Autistic and matched healthy
control groups respectively. A t-test was then performed between the correlation coefficients
of the two groups. Further, a statistically significant difference of (P<0.0058) between the
correlation coefficient between the two groups was noted.

6.2 Results
This study determined the existence of altered activation patterns in Autistic subjects
compared to healthy matched controls. Regions which exhibited this altered activation
pattern were not only found in functional areas related to visual tasks, but in areas of higher
cognition—including the visual cortex, middle frontal cortex, supra marginal gyrus, middle
temporal gyrus, superior temporal gyms, and inferior frontal cortex. These regions were
identified through the examination of the spatial activation maps created via AFNI.
The spatial activation maps (Figure 6.3) were the most significant factor of this
investigation. These maps governed the decision to choose the ROIs (middle frontal gyms
and inferior frontal gyms of both the left and right sides of the brain) and facilitated the
analysis. Although there were several regions which exhibited differences as stated above, the
ROIs were chosen because the brain "default mode" envelopes those regions. As this is the
case, these regions should have exceeded resting-state activation threshold values. The fact
that reduced activation in these regions was demonstrated in Autistics, despite the motor
task stimuli, evidences the theory of the group's brain region being less tightly packed with
neurons—which leads to reduced activation regardless of the stimulus present.
AFNI was used to collate the activation data garnered via imaging for each of the 4
ROIs in each of the 5 tasks into a single correlation coefficient, and the results are best
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displayed in Figure 6.7. It can be seen that several outliers exist for the Autistic group, while
no outliers are displayed for the healthy matched controls. These outliers are significant
because they give a clear interpretation that the correlation between activated regions in an
Autistic subject is significantly reduced when compared to that of a healthy matched control.
Temporal correlation was performed on all 4 ROIs between the subjects and
unfiltered time-course datasets indicated a mean correlation value of 0.1311. Inter-regional
correlation within subjects represented the activation patterns for all ROIs, illustrating brain
connectivity during each of the tasks. A significant difference between the correlation
coefficients of the Autistics and healthy matched controls was observed.
As such, a clear distinction can be noted when comparing the two groups of subjects
side-by-side. The overall activation in the brain of an Autistic child was less than that in the
healthy matched control. Furthermore, as evidenced in the 4 ROIs identified in this
investigation specifically, the significantly reduced correlation between them in Autistics is
suggestive of a veritable lack of connectivity relative to the matched controls. Therefore, it
can be understood that the internal brain 'wiring' of an Autistic child was compromised
when compared to the matched controls used in this study.

CHAPTER 7
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Many significant factors came into play during this investigation. This study required active
participation from the subjects, and the results from this study take into account various
factors, including attention. Because studies have shown that even for stimuli that do not
require active participation, the methodology used is particularly poignant. Since this study
analyzes interactions between regions, a better understanding may be obtained in
comparison to solely comparing regions with the stimulus response. The methodology used
in this study gave an in-depth look at interaction, paying closer attention to the relations
between the ROIs rather than analyzing the ROIs independently.
Traditional stimulus paradigms used also raise questions as to whether or not the
subject actually responded to the stimuli. This study was able to overcome these aspects by
designing specific stimuli in which the interactions could be monitored, such as with the use
of the button press. When the button press was not being used, two of the remaining three
stimuli were able to be monitored, as they were veritable physical movements. If need be, all
three remaining conditions could be monitored, however the eye movement from left to
right would have been a little more demanding. However, it can be determined from the
spatial activation maps whether or not the task was completed. All subjects used in analysis,
both Autistics and matched healthy controls, exhibited signs of activation. Therefore it had
been demonstrated that the stimulus presented was effective even when used on subjects
who are particularly prone to inattention.
Due to the fact that this study revolved around children of such a young age, there
may have been the possibility of exhibiting signs of boredom or irritation during the entire
86
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duration or partial duration of the scan. This assumption, although possibly true, has been
demonstrated to play an insignificant role in this instance, due to the constant activation
noted across all subjects during all scans. Another reason for analyzing interactions between
ROIs rather than individually, as a response to the stimulus was that it presented a better
way to analyze the data. The results from attention aspects or deficits, as well as performance
aspects presented during the scan were able to be accounted for during the ROI analysis.
The stimuli and methodology used during this study are applicable in many other
areas, particularly with diverse patient populations. Due to the stimuli being designed to
activate the motor cortex as well as the visual cortex, studies can be designed to determine
regional connectivity. Other uses include studies in which children with Attention Deficit
Disorder (ADD) as well as Obsessive Compulsive Disorder (OCD) can be scanned. This
would prove extremely useful in determining whether the subjects have activations in the
same regions, and whether it is a well pronounced. A further study can include patients with
Alzheimer's disease, to determine whether they exhibit activation, or where activation occurs
in one region but not in another. This may help to determine where plaque build-up is
occurring and help account for some memory loss as related to loss of higher brain
functioning.
The images shown in this study were consistent throughout. All of the images shown
were a representation from the Mouth Open/Closed stimulus. This was intentionally done
so that a distinctive conclusion could be drawn and all figures and graphs demonstrated one
stimulus. It can be said that this is merely just a representation to give the viewer a constant
understanding, noting one process throughout rather than jumping from one stimulus to the
next. However, the remaining four stimuli have also been analyzed. Similar differences
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between the Autistics and matched controls were also observed. The group differences
observed were obtained by taking all of the scans into account.
Although this study bolstered our hypothesis in many ways, there were limitations
noted. One main limitation was the small number of regions which were analyzed. Since
only two regions have been analyzed and their interactions between each other studied in
this investigation, the conclusions that could be drawn were limited. While the conclusions
are still valid, conclusive statements could only be made in reference to those two ROIs.
There is also the possibility that there are other regions that may have altered the
connectivity when comparing the Autistic subjects to healthy matched controls. Therefore,
although the ROIs which were chosen for analysis show a significant effect, it is quite
possible that other regions may have a more significant effect. However, the methods
presented can easily be extended to cover more brain ROIs and their interactions between
each other and with these ROIs. Such areas include both left and right supramarginal gyms,
left and right middle temporal gyrus, as well as both left and right superior temporal gyms.
While these regions show promising activity, it is also noteworthy that the left and right
middle temporal gyms is a main part of the occipital lobe, which plays a key role in visual
perception as well as motion perception. The fact that this region in specific showed
increased activation demonstrated that the stimulus was effective and the subjects were
paying attention.
Additionally, it has been demonstrated that the whole brain can be segmented into a
large number of components (based upon the Talairach transformation). Therefore, this
allowed the study to create a large correlation matrix between the two regions analyzed to
detect the ROIs interactions which were similar as well as different between the two groups.
This procedure was carried out in this study to help focus on the two main ROIs.
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A second limitation which was overcome was the fact that earlier studies have
implicated our ROIs with playing an important role in the "default mode" network in the
brain. It is possible that the two groups (Autistics and matched controls) exhibited
differences due to their individual attention level spans and not due to the default mode.
However, this is unlikely to occur because prior studies involving Autistic children have
demonstrated that although they may not always perform well on button press exercises,
they demonstrate exceptional attention levels when compared to their counterparts.
Therefore, this leads one to believe that the activation seen in this study was not a result of
the default mode network, but rather a direct result of the stimuli presented
This investigation provides a basic framework for future studies with numerous
applications, particularly for other neuropsychitric patients using neuroimaging. A few of the
ideas suggested for further use are provided. Understanding the correlation between
different brain regions will allow a better understanding of brain function—in addition to
elucidating mechanisms between patient populations. One for example, one can compare the
activation patterns between young and old populations during identical stimuli. Patterns can
also be compared between different clinically diagnosed severity levels of Schizophrenia or
Autism. Inter-subject correlation methods can be used to understand the changes that occur
in processing mechanisms within clinical patients with from Autism as well as any other
neurological function-related disorders. Underlying processes for working memory and
additional brain connectivity can also be further examined.
Recently, multivariate analyses have been used to train neural networks to classify
patterns of fMRI activation evoked by the visual presentation of various categories of
objects. Additional applications may include implementation of neural networks in "brain
reading" algorithms for complicated stimuli [37]. Currently, this classification by neural
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networks has only been performed by small datasets corresponding to simple stimuli.
However, understanding the fMRI activation patterns elicited by complicated stimuli will
allow for the creation of more intricate neural networks.
Recently, methods have been developed to determine the existence of a dynamic
network between multiple regions. These methods use both correlation coefficients (to test
for the strength) and causal analysis to study the direct influence of one region upon another.
Thus, these methods, in addition to stating that x and y are correlated, can also determine if
x drives y or whether y causes x. Building a large network using many ROIs, one can then
determine the information flow between the various regions. As a consequence in patient
populations, in addition to finding altered activation regions, one can determine if the flow
of information between regions has been compromised or altered.
This study incorporated both cognitive neuroscience and signal processing strategies
to identify the similarities in cortical functionality during natural vision and basic button
press stimuli. This investigation extended upon studies previously performed to carefully
examine the extent of this synchronization both spatially and temporally. Using a range of
analytical techniques, consisting of regional homogeneity and inter-subject and inter-regional
correlation, it was possible to identify distinct functional regions which displayed comparable
activity. A further in-depth investigation mediating the activity in numerous cortical regions
through an individual stimulus may prove to be useful in studying similarities of brain
function, not only in Autistic and healthy matched control subjects, but also in comparisons
of clinical patients. This can lead to assistance in developing effective rehabilitation strategies
as well as a better understand of Autism and the human brain overall.
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This predicament of solving the human brain map can easily be summed up by the following
quote...

"There are known knowns. These are things we know that we know. There are
known unkowns. That is to say, there are things we know we don't know. But, there are also
unknown unknowns. These are things we don't know we don't know."
-Donald Rumsfeld
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